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"Tell the truth and don't be afraid"

Students survey~d· unaware
of approved $.104 increase

ranklin ticket
ales lower than
µB expected

By MATT ADRIAN
Student government editor

'1$C01T ~OEHMER
~pus editor
With a week left to go before
amily Weekend, a sellout of the
etha Franklin concerts now
ems unlikely, says Student
·re Coordinator Dave Milberg.
Milberg said he did not know
xactly how many tickets have
een sold but estimated the
mber to be 4,000 to 4,500. A
ncert will be held both Oct. 17
d Oct. 18.
Ticket sales were opened to
e public about three weeks ago
nd were available to parents

rougli ,tAA ti\att1iat<>te~ t~~,.

See 'c ama1,... ZA
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Fee increases?

el lout
'unlikely'

ere are about 4,000 seats fbr·
th concerts.
Milberg said he is hopeful for
sellout of Saturday night's
ncert, which has been the most
pular so far.
"No, I don't think so (both
oncerts will sell out)," Milberg
·d. "If I had to guess, I would
ay Saturday stands a good
hance of selling out and I
ould seriously doubt Friday
ill sell out, but I think we'll be
good shape 110JtethelesJ."
Promoti«u•s ftav~ · 6een held
·ith a number of local radio

Men's soccer team
losses to
Evansville
by one

Fumes

SHERYL SUE SIDWELL/Photo editor

Bpb Kal11)bach, a freshman theater major, spraypaints a table
Thursday 'afterrwon in preparation for the upcoming one-act plays
outside of Doudna Fine Arts Building. The one-act plays titled
Sgnarelle and FWJ are scheduled to be peeforrned in October.

• U of I increase approved
by Board of Trustees
STORY page 2A

With the rising costs of
insurance and education,
Eastern students should '!xpect you can't control tliat," Becker
the $51. 75-per-semester in- said. "No one likes to pay more
creases in tuition and fees that money, but it needs to get done."
the Student Senate approved
Overall, Becker didn~t think
Wednesday, according to Patrick _ the fee
increases were
Rice, a junior history major.
-Outrageous.
Rice said students who didn't
"It's a lot ... way too mu~h."
take the time to atten·d tfie Elizabeth Burns, a junior
senate meeting and contact sociology major said. "I don't
senate members shouldn't , want to pay for it."
complain about the increase.
Jerry Potts, a senior finance
Of .13 students informally major, said he could see how the
interviewed Thursdl\Y about the $103.50-per-year increase could
increases, Rice was one of four hurt students wh.o pay for their
aware of the tuition and fee own education. •
increases, which will take effect
"They could use the money
during the 1998-99 school year.
used for the increase for other
The senate approved a $32 necessities," Potts said.
increase in tuition, an $8. 75
• Potts said the amount spent
increase in grant-in-aid fee, a $6 on the increase could be used
increase in the Martin Luther for food or a semester's worth
King Jr. University Union of gas. He added that he didn't
operating fee and a $5 increase think fees like the $8.75
in the health and accident increase in grant-in-aid would
insurance fee.
benefit most students.
Those students aware of the
The increases were reviewed
increases had mixed feelings.
by the Stu<!ent Senate Tuition
"I don't appreciate (tuition and Fee Review Committee, and
increases) beca'os~ I pay for my then its recommendation was
own tuition," said Brain Becker, presented to -;h_e senate
a sophomore pre-enginee_ring Wednesday night.
major.
The tuition was increased $32
"I understand the health• to total $1,09.4 for full-time
insurance-fee increase ~cause
Su INCREASES page 2A
you .can't control that," Becker .
_

Apportionment Board hears $4,200
in ·additional allocation requests
By MATT ADRIAN
Student government editor

SCOTT BEAUDRY/Staff.photographer

ive them a hand
~sidence

Hall Association President Amanda Perry, a junior
;ychology major, addresses the RHA at its weekly 'meeting
"tursday night in McKinney Hall. During the meeting, the
HA announced it will co-sponsor a Sunday night meal with
rMCI-FM on Nov. 9 in the South Qll(ld.
STORY page 2A

The Apportionment Board Thursday heard additioniil
allocations from the Division of Sports and Recreation
and the Student Government.
David Outler, director of the Division of Sports and
Recreation, provided the presentation to the AB.
The Division of Sports and Recreation requested
$2,850 for 600 T-shirts for championship intramural
teams. Outler said the board requested the additional
funds because it was good for the Division of Sports and
Recreation.
"It makes our program more visible," Outler said. He
added that students really tike to win the T-shirts.
"I feel the T-shirts are great," said Student Senate
member Ryan Schone. "Some students are mad because
they aren't getting T-shirts."
Mark Herman, vice chair of the AB, said that student
activity fees should only be used for things that all
students can use.
"'The student activity fee should be spent for the benefit
of all students (because) 11,000 students don't benefit
from 600 T-shirts," Herman Said.
AB member Sarah Mathison disagreed, saying all
students have the opportunity to win the shirts.
"Not all students take p8rt in activities, but all 11,000
students have the opportunity to ~n," Mathison said.

- The student activity fee should be spent
for the benefit of all students {because)
11,000 students don't benefit from 600
'T-shirts.•
'
- Mark Herman,
Apportionment Board vlce chair
Outler- also requested $300 for shell~ and targets for a
trap-shoot event be moved to the faculty/staff recreation
account. The event was going to be funded from the
account, but the line item was left in the Division of
Sports and Recreation operating fund.
Outler also requested $1,250 for the replacement of
boxing equipment that was purchased in 1991. He said
the pun_ching bags would be replaced with wall-mounted
units. He said the new equipment would be safer for
students to use.
In other AB business, the Student Senate and the
University Board requested $500 for a joint project Nick
Natale, the student senate appropriations chair, said $300
would be used to ·provide food and $200 in prizes for a
survey/bingo event
Natale said the event would "be used to get student
feedback for future senate projects.
The senate would pay for the refreshments and the UB
would buy prizes for the event

2a
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Uof I approves $68 athletic fee
increase despite student protest
URBANA (AP) Students at
the University of Illinois Urbana
campus will pay $68 more a year
in general fees to pay off athletic
department debt, trustees decided
Thursday, despite accusations they
had not consulted students properly.
"There are justifications for the
fee," said student trustee Kelly
Doyle, who cast her advisory vote
against the increase.
"Unfortunately. there has been
no good reason put forth to the student body to explain why this is
necessary, and that's the whole
problem. The consultation process
did not go well this time." Seven
trustees voted for the increaso. Two
trustees were not present. The
board's two other student representatives, from the Chicago and
Springfield campuses, cast their
advisory votes against it.
With the increase, which will
take effect in January, undergraduate students will pay $440 in fees
next semester.
The extra money will be used to

pay off the 1992 renovation of
Memorial Stadium along with the
debts on other athletic facilities.
Those expenses now come out
of the athletic department's operating budget, which is expected to
have a deficit of $1.35 million this
year.
Trustee Tom Lamont, who
pushed the increase, said with the
debt burden removed, the athletic
department should be able to function on the revenue it generates.
Trustees had originally planned
to vote on the increase in the summer, but postponed it after administrators requested they wait until
the semester began for more student input.
Students were also upset the university held no official referendum
on the increase and didn't appoint
a permanent student committee to
oversee it. In a non-binding referendum last week, students voted
4,059 to 566 against the increase.
Trustee Judith Calder said the
board had no choice but to vote for
the fee.

"We have a deficit and we have
to cover it. We have a very sound
financial organization and that
needs to be maintained," she said.
Calder said she didn't think the
issue would have turned out differently had trustees sought more student opinion.
"Students almost never advocate
for fee increases," she said.
"I understand their point of
view. Sometimes I don't think they
try to understand our obligation.
They pay very reasonable costs to
attend the university." But Doyle
said students have supported fee
increases in the past. including a
recent one to pay for the renovation of Assembly Hall, where basketball games are played and concerts are held.
Lamont said the problem with
the athletic department's budget
was too urgent to postpone a vote
on the issue, as some students suggested. And he said other options
students had proposed to raise revenue or cut back on spending
won't work.

Work One Weekend a Month and
Earn 1CX>96 College Tuition!
ln ..... llil&t:ilc"S"

INCREASES
Illinois resident students. The
increase would index tuition with
inflation.
The grant-in-aid fee was
increased by $8.75 to total $48.75
for full-time Illinois-resident students. The reason for the increase
was to index the fee with increases in room and board. Three per-
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frompagelA
know why tickets were not
meeting initial expectations.
Despite relatively low sales,
Milberg said the business office
is continuing to get mail orders
from parents and ticket sales are
also coming in from the public,
a trend which he says should
continue...
.
· "I think with still about a
week to go, the promotions have
been very effective and usually

f

~
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the last week, up until the night
of the event, tend to be the best
sales," Milberg said.
The promotions the University Board has been running for
the concert represents a new
technique, Milberg said.
He said they have been trading in free tickets for givealways for on-air radio plugs to
help them save advertising
costs.

$8.50 .Pitchers,' ·~t~7~·~~

4 o•cloclc club

3 for 1 Sloppy Joe$
Satunlay

"HOT TUB CLUB"
$1.50 Bottles $3.50 Pitchers
Ladies Wine Special
White Zindflndel $1.00
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stations and will be running
next week if! two newspapers,
Milberg said. In particular, he
said a "solid gold" weekend
promotion on a Champaign
radio station drew interest in a
number of listeners.
"They're (the sales) lower
than I had hoped they would be
ai,d I think at this point we ail
had expected higher sales,"
Milberg said. He said he did not

1Fix

Sponsored by The Lighthouse in
conjunction with NCAAW

frompagelA
The health-and-accident-insurance fee was increased $5 to $61
for full-time Illinois-resident students. The decision for the
increase was based on the administration's belief that Blue
Cross/Blue Shield, Eastern's
insurance provider, would raise its
premiums.

d

Call today and discover just how easy paying
for colleae can be!

RHA President Amanda Perry said advertisers will
provide food either for free or for a minimal cost. She
said the RHA will help out with advertising and organizing the event.
Also, RHA Vice President Haley Pope asked for volunteers for the haunted house that will be sponsored by
RHA. The haunted house will be held Oct. 29, 30 and
31 in Lawson Hall. The cost will be $2 or $1 with a
canned-food item.

cent of the fee will be used to
meet Eastern 's gender-equity
requirement in athletics.
The union operating fee was
increased by $6 to total $60.95 for
full-time Illinois-resident students.
The fee would be used to cover
deferred maintenance in the
union.

M

-Receive l.00% College Tuition for 4 years!
·Receive the Montgomery G..L Bill!
·Learn a Job Skill of your choice!
·Earn over $1l0.00 per weekend to start!

RHA to sponsor Homecoming contest
The Residence Hall Association Thursday decided to
sponsor a lobby-decorating contest for the residence
halls during Homecoming week.
The residence-hall lobbies will be judged on Oct. 20,
and a $50 prize will be awarded to the first-place winner.
RHA members also decided to have a Sunday night
dinner at 4:30 p.m. Nov. 9 in the South Quad and invite
Charleston radio station WMCl-FM attend the event.
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CAA debates credit
of associate degree
By MATI ADRIAN
Staff editor
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SHERYL SUE SIDWELUPhoto editor
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places a new door hinge on the east doors
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Main Thursdav afternoon.
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The Council on Academic
Affairs Thursday debated on how
credits are transferred from community colleges to Eastern.
CAA members discussed the
Illinois Articulation Initiative
(IAI) which states that an associate degree from a community college will only transfer in as credits
for lower division classes. The
problem with community colleges
and four-year colleges is deciding
which courses are considered
upper-division credits.
Charles Evans, assistant vice
president for academic affairs,
said that community colleges
argue that sophomores and freshmen who take a 3000 level course
at the community college level are
at a disadvantage when the univer·
sities don't accept the classes.
CAA memhers discussed what
needs to be included in the consideration of accepting upper-division courses.
CAA member Doug Bock said

'

Illinois Articulation Initiative
is a great idea in principle,
but there are a few wrinkles."

-Charles Evans,
assistant vice president
for academic affairs
the university has traditionally
considered upper-division classes
to involve more depth and writing.
Students that take upper-division classes are considered to be
more mature in their ability to
assimilate information, Evans
said.
"IAI is a great idea in principle,
but there are a few wrinkles,"
Evans said.
Evans said a state-wide committee has met on general education requirements. A group of
smaller committees i~ researching
the problem involving individual
disciplines.
Mary Wohlrabe. CAA chair,
said it was important for the faculty to address the issue of transferable course work.

I Women plan answer Student's car gets vandalized
I to Million Man March scon
By TAMMIE LEIGH BROWN
and
BOEHMER

PHILADELPHIA (AP) After
months of mobilizing and fund
raising, throngs of women plan to
pour into Philadelphia for a
Million Woman March and dayl long rally they hope will revitalle black flrdilli!S
<!'ofrilifuill: ·
ties.
Organizers told city officials
they expect 500,000, but organizers hope a million-plus will join
the two-mile march on Oct. 25
that will begin at Independence
Hall.
The event has lacked the fanfare of the Million Man March
two years ago in Washington, but

antf

regional coordinators report
growing interest as publicity has
increased and the network of
planners has jelled.
"We are bombarded now;' said
Wessita McKinley, spokeswoman
~for. the Washington- VirginiaMaryland organization, which has
hired 55 buses to take some 2,530
participants to Philadelphia.
"'This is going to be a historical
event," she said. "They're just
coming to support their sisters, to
see what they can do as a collective effort to better ourselves, our
race, our families and our community."

Correction . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ._ __
s...

~1'~WJt§ff!a!'{~sJ.m}pyf~clFY iQco?"ecdy s~ated that in each
otifie past two years, the department chaus received a 2-percent
increa~_in.~al~ whil~,f~cu~y IIJ~rpbers received _a 5-percent increase.
It should"hatre said tile chairs re<:!e1Ved a 3-percent mcrease.
The News regrets the error.
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An Eastern student reported
$500 in damage to his car
Saturday while it was parked on
campus.
Edward M. Gresk, of 1001
Greek Court, reported someone
put several scratches running the
length of his car on the passenger side of his 1987 Oldsmobile.
Gresk said the scratches could
have occurred at one of two
parking lots where his car had
been parked, police reports stated.
On Friday, Gresk parked his
car at 1420 Ninth St., and on
Saturday morning, he moved the
car to Ninth Street and
Roosevelt Avenue, police reports
stated. He noticed the damage
after he returned to his car at 4
p.m., police reports stated.
In other city and campus
police news:
• Sean R. Hileman, 19, of Glen

BLOTTER
Carbon, was cited at 1: 15 a.m.
Saturday at 950 Edgar Ave. with
criminal trespass to residence,
battery, disorderly conduct and
consumption of alcohol by a
minor, police reports stated.
• Lisa S. Jackson, 34, of
Mattoon, was cited at 12;40 a.m.
Thursday at 1016 Greek Court
with driving under the influence,
police reports stated.
• Marty L. Lyons, 27, of
Shelbyville, was cited at 1:44
a.m. Thursday at Route 16 and
Loxa Road with driving under
the influence and speeding,
police reports stated.
• Jennifer E. Langen, 21, and
Joshua L. Dukeman, 21, both of
950 Edgar Ave.,
reported
between 10 a.m. and 5 p.m.
Saturday their bikes were stolen
from the residence. The reported

The Daily
Eastern News
is your door
to the EIU
community
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value of the bikes was $1,400,
police reports stated.
• Antwan L. Perry, 21, of 10
Douglas Hall, reported three
blank checks from an expired
bank account were stolen and
written out to China 88 and
Jerry's Pizza in July. The incidents were reported Oct. 8,
abollt a week after Perry had
received a letter from a collection agency about the checks,
police reports stated.
• Kiley Rene Allen, 21, of 1204
Greek Court, reported all four of
her car's tires were slashed
while the vehicle was parked in
the southeast comer of the Greek
Court parking lot between 2 and
10 a.m. Oct. 1, police reports
stated.
•James A. Corrigan Jr., 21, of
153 Lambda Cgi Alpha, reported
his book bag was stolen between
12:01 and 12:30 p.m. Oct. 1
from the coat rack in the hallway
outside the Taylor Hall Dining
Service, police reports stated.
n A University Police Officer

211 HMA61f.~ks jOf
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Student Senate picks
a bad day to go mute
about fee increases
S

tudent Senate members believe their purpose is
to work for and represent the student body. But
senate members Wednesday failed to live up to this
motto by passing a series of tuition and fee increases, totaling $51. 7 5 per semester, without much discussion or concern for students.
Students will have to start paying approximately
$104 more each year, which will go toward the
grant-in-aid fee, an operating fee for repairs in the
Martin L.u ther King Jr.
University Union and
health and accident insurance.
Only six of the 30 senate members actually made
an effort to learn more about the increases by asking questions of the Tuition and Fee Review
Committee during its presentation. But most of the
questions merely clarified some basic information.
Since the committee had just presented the information, more senate members should have asked
more in-depth questions about how the tuition hikes
would affect students financially. When voting on
the increases, the senate should have considered
that students also will begin paying $50 a semester
starting in the spring for the campus-improvement
projects approved last year.
In reality, students will be paying over $200 a
year starting in the fall.
The senate members should have tabled the proposal to take time to digest the information given to
them and to make an intelligent decision.
In comparison, any proposed additions to senate
bylaws are required to be tabled one week for discussion. Deciding whether to raise students' tuition
and fees also warrants a week to talk to students
rather than so quickly voting on behalf of more
than 11,000 people.
Eastern President David Jorns did his share of
influencing in the passing of the fee increases by
telling the senate the administration needed the
tuition figures to be used in the budget that will be
proposed Wednesday to the Illinois Board of
Higher Education.
In dealing with tuition and fee increases, the process should be taken seriously and handled with
great care when students' finances are being discussed. Since the damage has already been done
and students will have to begin paying $200 extra a
year to attend Eastern, this situation should be an
example for the Student Senate in the future.
Deciding to pass tuition and fee increases without more discussion on both sides of the issue is not
only hurting the senate's credibility, but it is hurting
students even more.

Ed I•torJ·a1
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''today's quote
Tell us your phobias and we will tell
you what you are afraid of.
-Robert Charles Bench/ey (1889-1945)

Where our hone-bill payments really go
l

am one of the countless off-cam
pus victims who cringed tw
weeks ago when I paid my share o
the $80 Illinois Consolidate
Telephone Company charges.
Cringing in frustration and n
knowing what $80, a lifetime to llK;._ __ _ _ __ .
college student's earnings, was
MISSA BECK
exactly for, I changed my steamed
voice to one of fake sweetness and Guest columnist
called ICTC's 80C ntimber, an
actualfi·ee charge, and investigated.
Some of the terms on my bill,
like ·'urban resident singk party," " interstate access singleline" and " extended area service:· needed clarifications
because it sounded iike C-SPAN lingo, not something 1 would
read on a phone bill.
First, a flat rate of about $35 a month lets me have that
wonderful communications device in the home. And the lingo
breaks down like this:
"Urban resident single party" means ICTC knows you have
a phone and you live in the city, costing you $22. If a customer lived in rural Ashmore, this charge does not apply.
Mind you, it's not long distance to call Ashmore, but it is to
Mattoon. (What's in Ashmore again?)
· "Interstate access singleline" means a $3.50 payment to the
federal government for letting ICTC customers have phones.
"Extended area service" is the allowance for calling wherever, whenever. but the customer gets to choose the long-distance provider.
"Customer call touch tone" means when students call in to
register for classes at Eastern, they can punch in numbers
"followed by the pound sign," made possible with this $1 fee.
With my three other roommates, there is no way we can
survive without call waiting, so there's another $ 1.75.
The last line item is "9-1-1 Coles County," and this $ l.95
fee allows our county's emergency dispatch system to trace
911 calls.
On to the second part: the "Other Charges and Credits" are
the one-time fees paid when hooking up the phone.
Again, all the aforementioned services are listed, but ICTC
and the government are getting more just because the phone
was hooked up. That's it. Just a switch was flipped on. This
adds up to $15.
"Facility Charge and Order," a of total $28, is hookup for

Dehumanizing Warbler
ad is garbage, using
women for marketing
To the editors:
Let me see. Have I got this right?
The e ditori a l staff of The Daily
Eastern News and the Warbler editor thought that the Oct. 1 ad using a
headless woman's naked body, her
legs open and her genitalia covered
by a copy of the yearbook with such
phrases as "Got Warbl e r," " Ju s t
come get it," "Pick it up today" and
· "First come, fi rst serve" was just
fine.
The only problem I've ever found
with the First Amendme nt to the
Constitution has been that it sometimes requires b e li e vers in free
speech to tolerate thoroughly nauseating garbage.

"/CTC and the
government are
getting more just
because the .
phone was
!waked up. That's
it. Just a switch
wasflipped on."

service and number use.
Taxes to the government (again),
state, public utility (electricity) and
Charleston for the switch-on are
listed at the bottom - more than $7
there.
Hookup total: $50.
Flip to the back of the bill and
there are even more taxes to the
government, state and Charleston,
a whopping dime, which is part o
the monthly charge.
lhc grand total for Eastern stu-

dents: about $80.
Combined, the government and lCTC has made over $50
off one customer. Multiply this by a few thousand student
living off campus and l'd say they're both ringing up profits.
Ring, ring, ring.
My investigation then tapped into the University of lllinoi
at Champaign and Southern Illinois University at Carbondale.
Our neighbors to the north, with Ameritech for a provider
pay .$55 for hookup, but pay only $13 for a monthly fee. Be
the Illini are not fighting that.
Down south, with GTE for a provider, is a monthly rate o
$22 and a $38 hookup fee for Southern Illinois students
Remember, this is only with taxes and basic service, so cal
waiting and other trimmings are not added.
The University of Illinois total: about $68. The Southe
Illinois total: about $60.
Eastern is the most inexpensive state university yet has on
of the most expensive bills fol' area universities. To me, as
customer, this does not make any sense, unless Eastern an
ICTC have a conspiracy. One of the reasons I came to Easte
was because it was inexpensive, so maybe this a plug an
money is being made from us elsewhere. Imagine that.
Telephone companies also know a profit can be mad
because of long-distance calls because the phone is orte of ou
only safe escapes from Charleston.
Unfortunately, escaping the dangerous realities of th
phone bill is impossible.
Knowing this, I can tell you my investigation leads me t
this: I cannot live without a phone; therefore, I must literal! '
pay the consequences.
- Missa Beck is a senior journalism major and classified
manager for The Daily Eastern News.

your turn
And this, my fri e nds, is pure
garbage - the use of women's bodies as marketable and m arketing
objects that present them, by implication, as commodities available for
the taking .
We can' t completely stop this sort
of trash from being printed, I suppose, but we can point out that it
impugns the editorial judgment and
journalistic standards of those who
collaborated in printing it.
And we can express profound disappointment that The News' editors
chose to run it on the eve of the
Take Back the Night march, which
is devoted to stopping precisely the
kind of dehumanizing sexual violence that an ad like this e ncourages.

The News and Warbler staffs, I
am profoundly ashamed of you.

Carol D. Steve
English professo , · ~
faculty mem
for women's studies min

Letter pollcy
The Daily Eastern News accep s
letters to the editor addressing Joe , ,~,
state, national and international issue . '
They should be less than 250 wor s
and include the author's name, tel ·
phone number and address. Stude
must indicate their year in school d
major. Faculty, administration a d
staff should indicate .their position d
de partment. Letters whose autho s
cannot be verified will not be print .
Depending on space constraints, e
may have to edit your letter, so keep it ,:
as concise as possible.
·
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12 killed when Amtrak derails
GARDEN CITY, Ga. (AP) An Amtrak train heading from
New York to Miami slammed into
a tractor-trailer today, derailing
and injuring 12 people.
The accident happened about 7
a.m. as the truck became stalled at
a cross ing near Georgia 21 in
Garden City. northwest of
Savannah, authorities said.
Ten pnsscngers and two engineers were ta"cn to hospitals in
Savannah , bur non e had lifethrcatening injuries, spokesmen at
the hospitals said.
One of the engineers suffered a

fracture and was expected to be
admitted. The rest are in good
condition and will be released
today.
The truck's trailer became stuck
about 20 minutes before the accident because the crossing grade
was too high for the truck bed,
said Garden City Police Chief Jeff
Wood. When the train hit the trailer, the tr:.iin derailed, but none of
the cars overturned or jackknifed.
The trailer got stuck underneath
the train 's second engine.
" lt tore the tracks all up and
made a big mess ... It's not nearly

as bad as it could have been,"
Wood said.
Amtrak s pok es man Steven
Taubenkibel said a railroad crew
was brought in to help repair the
tracks and restore the tr:iin. He had
no es timat e o f how lo ng that
would tail.e.
Investi gators from the Nati<.inal
Transponation Safety Board were
expec ted in Garden Ci ty late r
today.
The Silver Star. con sisting of
two engines and I I cars, left New
York Wednesday and was due in
Miami at 4:45 p.m. today.

U.S. youth murder, suicide rates fall
ATLANTA (AP) - Murders and suicides fell last
year among the nation's youth, boosting the average
life expectancy of Americans to a new high of 76, the
government said Timrsday.
"If you can save a life at a younger age, you contribute to life expectancy because you have young people living longer," said Kimberley Peters of the Centers
for Disease Control and Prevention.
Homicide caused 8.4 deaths per I 00,000 people in
1996, down 10.6 percent from a rate of 9.4 deaths the
year before, the CDC said.
Among 5- to 14-year-olds, the death rate fell 13.3
·percent. ·
Suicides also dropped. Among 15- to 24-year-olds,

the rate fell 9 percent last year to 12. 1 deaths per
100,000, from 13.3 deaths per 100,000 in 1995.
These rates, combined with the declining death rate
from AIDS among 25- to 44-year-olds announced earlier this year, helped to boost the average life expectancy from the previous high of 75.8 years to 76.1 .
The AIDS death rate in 1996 fell to 11.6 deaths per
100,000 people, down 26 percent from a rate of 15.6
the previous year, bumping it from the leading killer of
young to middle-age adults.
:;::::
Older folks also fared better.
l1;; i.
Heart disease deaths fell 2.7 percent from d~.3
deaths per 100,000 in 1995 to 134.6 per 100,000 last
year.

New!

Friday &.saturday

36 Dalmatians headed for a kennel
I

1•
j;

MIAMI (AP) - A woman who
took in abandoned Dalmatians is
now in the doghouse with county
officials, who have ordered her to
move out all but four of her 40
polka-dotted pooches.
Pati Dane's Dalmatian Rescue
organization was deluged after last

;
Ii
ir ,1~~~t~r

many of which were later abandoned by owners who couldn't
handle the breed's moodiness and
health problems.
According to a Dade County

ordinance, only four adult dogs can
be kept in one household, so Dane
is moving them tQ a nearby kennel
before the county's Oct. 25 deadline. She and veterinarian Glenn
Kalick will continue to care for
them and try to find them good
homes.
Kalick is letting her move at
least 30 dogs into boarding kennels
he keeps at the Imperial Point
Animal Hospital. The only other
options were to put them to sleep
or get them into foster homes.
"These pets have had a very

cushy life. This will be a tough
transition for them," she said .
"They will no longer be able to sit
and watch television with us."
Dane blamed the Dalmatian glut
on unscrupulous breeders who
wanted to cash in on the demand
created by last fall's movie. In the
rush to sell the dogs for between
$300 and $800, she said, many
breeders didn' t warn people about
the dogs' temperament.
Dalmatians can grow to as much
as 70 pounds, they shed year-round
and about one in 10 are born deaf.

Eddie Bauer pays $1 million for lawsuit
GREENBELT, Md. (AP) - Three young black
men who accused the Eddie Bauer chain of "consumer racism" for detaining them on suspicion of
shopliftipg,apq,forcing one of them to take off his
· • :·~hirt wete.Jwarcied $1 million Thursday.
A federal jury of four whites and three blacks
found that the young men were falsely imprisoned
and defamed by store officials and that the outdoor-clothing company negligently supervised its
security guards.
However, the jury did not find that the civil
rights of 18-year-old Alonzo Jackson, who was
forced to remove his shirt, were violated.
The jury deliberated seven hours over two days
before awarding Jackson $850,000 in compen-

satory and punitive damages. His friends, Rasheed
Plummer, 18, and Marco Cunningham, 20, each
were awarded $75,000. They had sought $85 million.
The three men, high school students at the time
of the 1995 incident, claimed they were unnecessarily stopped and held by security guards as they
left the Eddie Bauer warehou se store in Fort
Washington.
Security g uard Robert Sheehan asked if
Jackson had purchased the shirt he was wearing.
When Jackson couldn't immediately produce a
receipt - he had bought the shirt at the store a day
earlier - Sheehan asked him to take it off and
leave, according to their lawsuit.

·~::~::::LIKE A PARTY
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Purple Hooter ~
Shots

~

$2°0

5-9pm

ROCK!
EVERYONE NEEDS
l\.ll:C>RE l\.ll:C>NEY!
1
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Kitchen· Hours
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Fri- Sat 5- 1 t
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The Dally Eastern. NeU.1.s
ClasSlfled Sec:tl<>n I

509 Van Buren

348 - 2380

EVENTSFUL
CORRECTION!
Class will
·be held Monday,
October 13.
Sony about the
misprint!
-UB Communications

Warm Someone's Heart. .
send the special

TICKLER
BOUQUET

Pepperm•nt
Root Beer Shots

o 0 "IVodka
6oz" L•te lttls
o00 "Blow
Jolts"
M•xers
Vodka M•xers

ONLY

friends' Burgers

003 Lc.=suse , ~"IEV0G ::;:J.!:~e
o00
o00
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~

Cheeseburger
wI fries

AT: PANTHERS
9:30 pm • 3:00 am
Open Fri., Sal,
Nights.
348-0288
18 to enter

from$Jj00

~

Corona, He•neken
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FruH Dr•nks

i

He•neken
ttoz lttls
0170 Corona,
Fru•t Dr•nks
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~
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Bruce may be out for Rams game
ST. LOUIS (AP) - The wait goes on for the St. den the fourth play he's out," Vermeil said.
Louis Rams' mealticket.
"You talk about being deflating to Isaac, deflating to
Wide receiver Isaac Bruce, who led the NFL in a coaching staff, deflating to a game plan." Bruce
receiving yardage last year and accounted for 31 per- caught more passes (224) his first three seasons than
cent of the team's offense, is doubtful for Sunday's · any player in NFL history. So far this year he has ze~o.
game at San Francisco.
But he doesn't want to rush back, either, and isn't
Bothered since the preseason ·by a hamstring injury, counting on playing against the 49ers.
"It'll be a stretch, I think," Bruce said. "I'm looking
Bruce has played only a few downs, against Denver
Sept. 14, before heading back to the sideline. That to get back just like everybody is looking for me to be
experience taught Bruce, and coach Dick Vermeil, to back, but I don't want to come back until I'm healthy."
exercise caution. .
Bruce said he's only about 70 percent healthy. He's
Wearing shoulder pads and shorts; Bruce caught a constantly asked by quarterback Tony Banks for
few balls in pmctice Wednesday but left practice early. updates from the medical front.
''All the time, along with everyone else in the city,"
The left hamstring continues to tug, hence only a mild
Bruce said. "They don't ask me how I am, they ask,
upgrade from questionable two weeks ago.
"We don't want to do what we did in the Denver 'How is the leg?'"
thing: assume he's going to be ready, count on him,
"I know they're hurting right now and I'm hurting
build the game plan around him, and then all of a sud- as well. But I've got to be I 00 percent.

Packers look
for Bear blitz
on Sunday
GREEN BAY, Wis. (AP) Brett Favre expecb to sec a lot
of blitzing Bears on Sunday.
Winless Chicago has had to
resort to relentless blitzing just
to have any hope at all. and the
struggling Green Bay Packers
have proved particularly vulnerable to that strategy.
Favre, the two-time league
MVP, has spent much of his
time on the run or on the ground
because teams have cashed in on
the Packers' problems.
They include ailing tight ends,
a revolving door of offensive
linemen and receivers who are
routinely dropping passes.
Philadelphia exposed the
Packers in Week 2 by rushing
more than four men, but the
Bears also surprised the Packers
by blitzing often in their seasonopening 38-24 loss to Green
Bay.
The Bears blitzed New
England and Dallas almost every
play, knocking around Drew
Bledsoe and Troy Aikman.
"That's what our biggest con-

TIGERS

Hon•
e Kon•
e House
_.... . , .

Madness Weekend ,. .-;:-"'

•OR•

I

w/2 egg rolls $4.00
OPEN MONDAYS
WE DELIVER!

Expires 10/13

Evansville's Michael Lue.
Panther co-captain Tom Dillon executed a near-perfect through ball
to a streaking Dave LaFrance who had daylight, but was taken down
hard by Lue. The tackle possibly spared the Panthers from squandering yet another shot at goal, but Lue was not willing to test that.
McClements said the Panther problem is not finishing the games. He
said, the effort the forwards gave was not to fault. but "you can't win
games without pucting the ball in the net.''
When asked who he would give a game ball to, McClements praised
freshirnm Scott Anderson.
"He plays big in big games, like today. Right now he's our most consistent player and we've played him in six different positions, all of
which he plays well. He's a hard worker and we love his versatility."
Not to be overlooked is the Panther's defensive corps, anchored by
sweeper Maciej Kusmierz, who held the Aces to only four shots on
goal, while enabling the offense to maintain the pressure up front.

$4.00

Chicken Fried Rice

Best Chinese
food in town

SATURDAY,OCTOBER11
9pm·12am •Newman Catholic Center

Monastery Coffeehouse
Open Mic
Newman Catholic Center in con"unction with NCAAW

C?oc•s

l31A.1C:l\~ll(),_.T

OVC

f:>T11 ~T.
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Ruffin.
Middle Tennessee will bring with them the most potent offensive
weapon in the OVC - senior quarterback Jonathan Quinn. He leads
the conference in total offense, as he has connected on 55-of-149
passes for 1,007 yards and four touchdowns.

Eastern Kentucky at Tennessee State:
This will be EKU's first conference game of the season as they are
1-3 overall. Tennessee State is not much better at 1-4. However, they
do have a 1-0 OVC record stemming from a win over Middle
Tennessee.
The Colonels seek their second win in a row, while Tennessee State
will try to end a three-game skid.
Eastern Kentucky has the conference's top rated passer in senior
quarte:i:back Simon Fuentes. He has hit on 46-of-78 passes for 767
yards and four touchdowns.

FRI: "Too Much"

have to do well against them.
"If we play the way we're
capable of playing, we can beat
them," she said.
This weekend the Lady
Panthers will honor their 1987
alumni. This, the IO-year
anniversary, celebrates Eastem's
best team. They went 25-8 in the
'87 season, grabbing the best
Division I record in Panther history.
Alumni to be honored
Saturday include: Laura Bruce
Iverson, Patti Frigo Rodriguez,
Gianna Galanti, Cindy Geib
Beshel, Diane Kruto Borske,
Deanna Lund Kowalski and Ann
Ruef Heimann.

M.4.()l§o()N

SAT: 10 oz. Sirloin Burger
w/ French Fries

$5.95

Ill.'-

$4.95

& , ; ,.

$},~q J~~t~J;i,~~1!J
Saturday

Large Thin Single Item

•

frompageBa----leads the OVC in digs per game
with 4.3. Eastern's senior outside
hitter Lindsey Celba is second
with 3.9 digs per game.
Austin Peay, 11-5, has an average of 14.7 kills per game along
with 20.3 digs per game average.
This match-up is the first time
these teams have met this season.
Austin Peay has three returning seniors and finished last year
with a 16- I 4 record, I 0-8 in the
OVC'with a fourth place finish.
"They're going to come in trying to win," Ralston said.
"They're a team capable of doing
things. They're on a roll right
now."
Ralston said the Lady Panthers

&

Walleye Dinner

For the Low Price of

c::::::> p E3,...... c::> E!IL 11 y

The Lady Tigers have 763 kills
on the season and are hitting .159
per.cent over 14 matches. Senior
Alishia Marshall leads Tennessee
in kills with 185, and kill percentage with .222. She also leads
the team in digs with 167.
"We know that Eastern is
ranked number one in the country
in defense," Schwepker said.
"They're (also) going to be hitting a lot of balls to us."
The Lady Governors of Austin
Peay are having a strong OVC
run. Currently in second place,
the Lady Govs have a 5-2 conference record, losing to Tennessee
Tech 1-3 and Murray State 0-3.
Becky Sowinski currently

1505 1sth st.
Charleston
·~.i;.. Swee! & Sou~ Chicken
, w/chicken fned rice

.2

E!ll.m

C>f"""I

$7.95 ~usrax
4
pm 1
E!IL m
WE3E3kE3f"""lc:l:s

345-3400
Pagliai's Pizza

345-7849
(St i X)

Friday Lunch Special
'l'llrli;.e:31' ll-..r1!1er••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• $>:5.25
F're:IJ.c:b <:I.al> ~dl.'ll'ic:b ••••••••••••••••••••••••• $1:5.5()
Express Lunch .Menu Auailablel

Dinner Special
16 oz, Smoked Pork Chop •••••••••••••••••• $12.95
- - - - - i::::>r-Lra.llc:: .!!31.io>-~llc:&Z.S. - - - - - -

16 oz. drafts ••••••••• $1.50
Bacardi Limon Mixers•••••••••• $2.50
Our New '"Real" Bicko Smoked BB I

Happy 21stJeanne!

Pumpkin Patah

e Straw Maze

. 1 OPEN!!
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112 mile west of Greenup, IL
on Rte. 121, then follow the
signs to Earth11ome Farm
Phone: 217-923-3035

Get ready for a
crazy weekend!
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Cross country team to meet Cheerteams to host
in-state rivals in Champaign competition S~nday

By KYLE BAUER

ing third," he said. "I am
expecting to run better this
We are going up week. I only ran a few days last
The men's and women's cross
against tough competi· week. I feel a lot better now."
country teams travel to Champaign tion and might have to run
On the women's side, senior
Saturday for a non-conference
Cristen Conrad is looking for
without some of our runners, some other runners to step up.
meet against teams from Illinois,
Marquette, DePaul and Illinois but we are capable of doing
"We are going up against
well."
State.
tough competition and might
The men's race begins at I 0
-Cristen Conrad, have to run without some of our
a.m. and the women start at 10:30
senior cross country runner runners, but we are capable of
a.m.
"------.::,,,:•:.:-:-,-"'"""'-,:<<<\s---"t,-,-a;;w>+-,--;,doing welJ,~' she said.
Last week the Panthers had a
"We ran nicely at Loyola. but
good showing at Loyola as the men finished fifth it was not a great meet for us, we are definitely
out of 34 teams while the women ended up 11th out capable of doing better," Mclnerney said.
of 35.
Moroney was the Panthers' top finisher on the
The Panther teams are expecting a good finish at men's side at Loyola last week. He finished in 13th
place with a time of 25:34. The women were led by
this meet because it is smaller than the last.
"The smaller format will be different from last Conrad who crossed the line with a time of 19: 15
week's 35-team meet," said head coach. John that earned her 40th place.
Mcinerney. "We need to elevate our performances
"It wasn't one of my best races, but l ran pretty
and confidence, but we can still finish third or good. I was not disappointed," Conrad said.
She also found out she had bronchitis which has
fourth.
"All the teams at this meet are very good," he contributed to slower times.
said.
"This can be a tricky time of the year. I might
Senior runner Todd Moroney agreed with . have to hold out some runners who are injured or
Mclnerney. "If we run well we have a shot at finish- . sick," Mcinerney said.

''

Staff writer

By DENISE RENFRO

on motion technique, tumbling,
jumps, stunts, voice projection
and how well the squads lead the
crowd.
The competition is different
from televised national competitions in that there is no music and
dance. It is similar to competitions at the Illinois State Fair
which follow state of Illinois
cheerleading tumbling and stunting regulations.
:aruce said Ch:: leston High
School will compc'.·· in the event
and other schools from around
the Chicago area also.
"We're expecting parents,
grandparents and friends.
Students are definitely welcome
to come out," he said.
Eastem's cheer team will also
perform their routine for competition at the event.

Sports editor
Eastern's cheerleading squad
will hold its first competition for
high school and junior high-aged
cheerleaders.
Between 15 and 20 high school
and junior high squads will compete from 9 a.m. to I p.m. Sunday
in Lantz Gym.
''The competition is a way for
us to promote our program here
and make a little money in the
process," said Mike Bruce, captain of Eastern's varsity cheer
team.
This is the first year the cheer
team will sponsor the event. It
will hopefully be an annual
thing,". he said.
Current and former cheer team
members will judge contestants

Men's rugby club set
Women's tennis travels for tourney for championship
Four-~_tate

meet prepares team for spting season

The women's tennis team will travel to Muncie,
Ind. this weekend to compete in the Ball State
Tournament, continuing its preparation for the
upcoming spring season, which could start as early
as mid-February.
Four different states will be represented at the
t~urfr'd\rl'en~ ..lfoted<i~· Wiseonsi~.~ ay, S~.
Louis and the host school, Ball State. The Lady
Panthers look to improve on their 1-1 preseason
record.
The tournament consists of four flights of doubles matches and four flights of singles matches,
with the winners advancing into the winner's brack-

BOOTERS

By DENISE RENFRO

Eastern
played
against
Southern last year and won 35-32.
"It should be very competitive.
The men's rugby team will They have a very large pack so
kickoff at 1 p.m. Saturday on the there should be plenty of hitting
Fourth Street field for the Illinois and tackles," he said.
Rugby Football Union ChampBoker said the team will look
ionship against Southern Illinois for scores from junior inside cenUniversity (4- 1).
ter Jamie Vidito and senior lock
The men's team, 5-0 for the forward Martin Caroll. "(Junior)
season, has scored 163 points and defensive specialist John Schroder
allowed only 13.
will be a key part in our defense,"
"Our defense bas been excel-· Boker said.
This is the men's last conferlent," said club captain Bryan
Boker. "Southern and us: it's a ence game. They travel to play the
rivalry. We play each other every Chicago Griffens on Oct. 18 and
year. It's usually our biggest game then in the Midwest Champof the year."
ionships on Oct. 25.
Sports editor

et while the losers seek third place consolation.
Sophomore Kim Mulherin and junior Jill
Cochran will be teaming up for doubles play, while
juniors Erin McFadden and Adeline Khaw make up
the No. I and No. 3 seeds, respectively.
Khaw holds the No. 1 singles seed, while sophomore Kim Mulherin is No. 2. McFadden and
Cochran hold the No. 3 and No. 4 seeds, respectively.
.cAssistantcoach Andre Herke said the team needs
to work on serving.
"(It's an) area that can always use improving
since they haven't had many matches."
Along with serving, Herke has his players doing
regular conditioning, which will ready them for the
spring season.

frompage8a----------

The Redbirds have had their fair share of players going
down this year also.
."We've had a lot of injuries so we've been very flexible
r
.
.·· ·. 'liqa tJ?, position," Redbird
heaC:l ¢oaqli . ete o~!ill said. ·~ . " .
'. IllioE)i~ ,Sta!e ~eady has one conf~rence game under its
belt, playing to a 0-0 tie at home against Southwest
Missouri State last Sunday. The Redbirds have a 2-7-1
overall record this season.
"We're just trying to stay competitive and hang in
there;' Kowall said. "We are just hoping to put up a challenge every game."
Illinois State has only scored six goals this year, with
freshman midfielder Heidi Nezbach leading the way, find-

ing the back of the net twice.
Panther sophomore goalkeeper Jessica Graczyk has
Eastern has scored 18 goals on the season. With her seen a lot of playing time in the last couple of weeks. Her
game-winning goal against DePaul on Wednesday, junior goals-against average of 0.37 is tops in the MVC.
backer Heather Ory is now tied for the team lead in goals Graczyk has played in nine matches and only allowed
with Markus, each with six goals.
three goals.
Redbird sophomore stopper Aimee Grahe has yet to
Feldman and freshman Cindy Grant have a combined
score this season, but she ass_isted on three of the ISU GAA of 1.74, which places ISU as a team in fifth place in
the MVC in team goalkeeping.
goals for the season.
Trying to keep the Lady Panthers from scoring will be
Eastern is third in the MVC with a 1.19 goals-against
Redbird freshman goalie Becky Feldman. She boasts a · average.
Kowall said he does not know much about Eastern, but
2.12 goals-against average, which is good enough for
sixth place in the Missouri Valley Conference. She has knows it will be a tough game.
stopped 69 shots while 16 have gotten by her. She has
"I have respect for them, they're a more established
recorded the lone Redbird shut out this year. ·
team than we are," he said.
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Men's soccer drops conference opener at home
By JASON CANGE
Staff writer

Despite a gritty performance
and numerous second half opportunities, the men's soccer team
lost another tough match at home
Thursday to the visiting Purple
Aces of Evansville.
The 1-0 defeat was the Missouri
Valley Conference opener for
Eastern and dropped the Panther's
overall record to 1-11, as they now
take eight days off until the next
game against conference foe
Drake.
; i ~ lQO~ ~ol\1p~.Pl~ g~. CartJe
~~~1,1w.~~inl9 ·$e. -&r.c:ood

half off of a cedire~ted header
from Evansville's Josh Feigl to
Robby Leger.
Feigl's header, from about ten
yards out off a cross from Matt
Filing, was sailing harmlessly
wide of the goal until Leger darted
in from behind an Eastern defender and knocked it in at <;lose range.
Feigl, a perennial Illinois High
School All-State player from
Lincoln-Way, furthered his team
lead in points with nine, with his
fortunate header. The resulting
goal proved to be the only score
that the Aces would need to secure
their sixth victory of the year (6-41).

''We played well. Evansville is
a good team, obviously they are
competitive on the national seene

as are most of the teams in the
Valley," said heail coach Tim
McClements. ''They went to the
NCAA tournament last year and
have a great tradition. We had our
chances but we just need to finish."
Once again the Panthers outshot
their opponent Eastern totaled 19
shots on goal and Evansville
racke0 up 11.
·
The telling number was seven:
the number of saves Evansville
goalkeeper Chuck Browder had to
make, compared to just, four from
Eastern's keeper Ryan Wag~
uespack,
('I.~ ·W.~· plttyed e~llently,"
s,aid ·Pa!lther fo·rw~i:l Beley Ospina. ·~1 don't think they were
ready for us. They have a big
game Sunday against No. 1 ranked
Indiana and they may have been
looking ahead."
Ospina was involved in several
of the Panther's opportunities of
the second half, and had five shots
on goal, one of which was a oneon-one with the keeper which just
missed the net to the left.
Shortly after the Aces grabbed a
1-0 lead, the Panthers started
applying the offensive pressure. A
yellow card resulted after a developing situation in the Panther's
offensive third of the field was
thwarted by a hard tackle from
See· SOCCER page 6a

Volleyball team ready
for tWo-game weekend By JASON COLET

going 3-7 in that time.
"Practices have been going
well;"' head volleyball coach
The Lady Panther volleyball Betty Ralston said. "Hopefully
team ·soaked up a week of prac- that will end up helping us this
tice time in preparation for this week."
Tennessee State is ninth in
weekend's two-match series
against Tennessee State and the Ohio Valley Conference
Austin Peay.
with a record of 1-7, 3-11 overAt 7 p.m. tonight the Lady all. The Lady Tigers are on a six
Panthers will-host Tennessee game losing skid, last beating
State and at 2 p.m. on Saturday Eastern Kentucky. The six
they will face the Lady straight losses have come in
OVC matches.
Governors of Austin Peay.
Eastern came off of a 1-1
"We've not ended up where
split last weekend where it we want to be," Tennessee State
defeated Tennessee-Martin and head volleyball coach David
fell short to Murray State. The Schwepker said. "We've not
Lady Panthers have not had the been able to push it over the
best of luck with back-to-back edge against teams."
weekend matches. Eastern has
Tennessee State, along with
split its last two weekends, Eastern, is still suffering from
going 2-2.
matches going into fifth games.
The Lady Panthers came off Out of five matches that have
•their longest sttetch of the sea- gone to five games, the Lady
son last week. They played 11 Tigers have lost four.
matches in a 15-day spread,
See TIGERS page 6a
Staff writer

CHAD MERDA/Staff photographer
Sophomore midfielder ( 16) Gary Shear tries to stop Evansville's junior fullback Michael Lue from getting
control of the ball at l.Akeside Field on Thursday. TJie men·lost the match 1-0.
.

Panther foes face off against
ave rivals over the weeken•
By CHAD MERDA
Associate sports editor

Mmouri:
T~ch will

u···c. .
"

'i.J

go mto the
While the Panther football game with a llu~
11
team is idle this week with its 2-2 overall ~
~
~
first bye of the season, five Ohio · record and an (IOO VAIIEY
Valley·Conference teams will see 0-1 OVC re- CONFER.ENCE
conference action on Saturday.
cord, while
Ausdn Peay at Murray State:
SEMO is 2-3 overall and 1-2 in
Murray comes into the game conference play. Both teams will
with a 4-2 record and, barring be looking to even its conference
disaster, it should improve to 5-2, record. Last week Tech came up
for one simple reason - Austin with a win a_gainst Austin Peay
Peay's 0-5 record.
36-3. SEMO did not fare as well
Peay enters the weekend on the- as they lost by a similar score, 32momentum of having scored a 7 to Eastern.
field goal in each of the last two
Tech boasts the top defense in
games, thus avoiding .a shutout. the confe~nce, as it holds oppo1be negative aspect o( that is the nents to 229.3 yards per game,
opposition has scored a combined and only 64 on the ground. Tech
92 points on them in-the latest also has the top scoring defense
two losses.
in the conference.
That is bad news for the
Those three defensive cateGovemors, as Mwray State leads gories combined to look good for
the OVC in scoring defense with the Indians, as Southeast
30 points per game.
Missouri is second to last in the
Tennessee Tech at Southeast OVC in both scoring offense and

total offense. The Indians average
16.6 points per game and 235.6
total yards.
Middle Tennessee at TennegeeMartln:
·This is certainly not one of the
'games of the week, as Middle
Tennes~ is 1-3 ~tn thc..OV~~
while ~ filc91iawt! are cU ~3l
in theOVC).
•
Tennessee-Martin took a 45-7
pounding at the hands of Murray
State last week while the Blue
Raiders beat Jacksonville State
27-16.
The Skyhawks come into the
game ranked last in the OVC in
total offense (216.4 ypg), scoring
offense (6.8 points per game), and
rushing offense-(77.8 ypg). 1bey
are also second to last in passing
offense (138.6 ypg).
Of the nearly 78 yards the
Skyhawks are gaining on the
ground each game, 57 are coming
from junior tailback Darriel
See OVC page 6a

Women's soccer hosts first conference match vs. .Illinois State
By MATT WILSON
Staff writer
The Lady Panther sod:er team has had
12 games to prepare for it, and on Sunday
conference play begins when they take on
Illinois State at 1 p.m. at Lakeside Field.
"We're looking really good/' Lady
Panther head coach Steve Ballard said.
"We've just gotten off a five-game road
trip and we're ready for the conference
game on Sunday and to be at home."
Even though this is the first conference
game, Ballard said it has a lot of impor-

Demons, Eastern will go
into this weekend rid"We need to win
dled
with injuries. Junior
because that will get us '
'
We've just gotten off a
center backer Diane
off on the right foot and
five-game road trip
would be a good start and we're ready for the confer- Markus, ~nior defender
Tara Kinney, junior
for us," he said.
ence game on Sunday and to
defender Shanna BozT·he Lady Panthers
man and senior forward
won foµr <?f five games be at home.~
·Steve Ballard, Heather O'Malley all
on the road swing
including a 2-1 come- women's head soccer coach will miss the game.
from-beHind victory - - - - - - - - - - - - Junior midfielder Valerie
Pourch has been out the
over DePaul on Wednesentire season and will also be out for the
day.
As with the victory over the Blue game.
tance.

Eastern also had another stroke ~f bad
luck in the victory over DePaul when
sophomore midfielder Kelly Gilbert was
put in the backfield to take the place of an
injured Markus. Gilbert went down and
now she could be add~d to the list of
injured Lady Panthers.
"We're going to have to wait and find
out about Kelly but she's kind of doubtful,"
Ballard said. "We're a good team with
good depth. I'm confident with whoever
we have on the field."
See BOOTERS page 7a

U-:Turn review page 7

Kami Lyle review page 5

A Family Affair page 8
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WE DELIVER

CHINA 88
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FRI & SAT 5-8 pm $6.95
All You Can Eat
Dinner Buffet
Now Adding
Crab Legs
SUNDAY All day Buffet
11-2 $4.50
2-8 $5.99

1140 LINCOLN 348-1232

•ure
On the Mooch •••

Every now and then, we the Men of Adventure,
desire something that is just beyond our reach
women. Well, women are always out of our reach.
We are talking about something a little more rudimentary than that. We are talking about that sweet,
sugary satisfaction that can only be attained through
one thing - chocolate cake.
Now your average man would either drive himself
to the store and buy himself a prefabricated pile of
fudgy goodness or he would whine and cry until
either his mommy, daddy or significant other baked
him one.
There are actually a few men, however, who will
brave the kitchen in order to satisfy that primal need
that often comes in the form of chocolate. But what
do these men do when faced with an empty pantry?
Said men would probably go to the local grocery
retailer and purchase sundry items such as eggs,
milk, sugar and flour. They would also spend anywhere between $1 O and $15 on these essentials for
baking.
But as all devoted MOA readers know ... we are far
from normal men. After all, we do have that third eye
on our ... oh, nevermind, that is not the issue at
hand. The issue is that we, the MOA, can bake the
same things as Joe and Jane a. Public, but for less
than half the retail price.
What is that special piece of knowledge that only
the MOA possess, you may ask? We will tell you our
little secret for one reason and one reason only. We
feel that there is a special bond between us and our
readers, and since this is the sixth MOA column, it is
about time we let you in on some of our best kept
secrets.
The way we save money on all the things we do
can best be expressed with two words:

WE MOOCH.
That's right; the only reason we have all kinds of
...,. ~~...,.~~.Gt~P :i~,,!illfl stop at nothing to
get things for free. You would be surprised at how
· ···mttbtt"a rnealMre a-nlftt'Vfder}ti'ntarthere will aad 'up
to in only a month's time. Why, we estimate that in a
week we save a grand total of about 15 greenbacks
between the two of us. Hey, that's almost an hour's
worth of entertainment at Panthers on a slow night!
Or at least that is what some of our readers have told
us. Not that we could confirm their stance.
So when we felt the urge to bake the other night
we did not let the fact that we did not have money,
ingredients or even an oven in which to bake hinder
our quest for sugar.
In an attempt to find kind-hearted souls to let us
use their kitchen and all the goodies that it might
hold, we started knocking on door after door. We had
almost given up hope until, like some sort of divine
vision, we ran into our savior Mary Ellen. This kind
and loving saintly figure brought us in from the
. "cold" and offered us cake mix and a stove.
The only thing she did not have was a vital element
to our cake-making quest - eggs. It seemed the only
thing that was going to keep us from our ultimate

·

goal was two measly eggs.
So once again, we went door to door finding
defeat around almost every corner ... until this beautiful woman in apartment 12a offered us her last two
eggs. With the final ingredient in hand, we thanked
her and offered to bring her a piece of cake when we
were done. But naturally, we had lied. Do you honestly think the MOA would share after the trouble
wewent through to get the whole thing for free? We
think not.
We're not bad; we're just victims of a heartless
society.
Anyway, we went back to the apartment where
Mary Ellen had kindly set up all the necessary kitchen
utensils. While Mike mixed the ingredients, Matt took
on the task of pre-heating the oven ... but unfortunately he forgot to turn the oven dial to the "bake"
setting. So while we sat around waiting for the damn
thing to heat up, we watched a movie on HBO. The
movie wasn't that good ... but hey, it was free.
After about 30 minutes, we finally got the cake in
the oven. Then we realized we were missing yet
another crucial part of the cake-making process. We
had no icing. After a moment of panic, we found
enough loose change in our host's couch and dirty
jeans to fund our trip to the local grocer.
Like bats out of hell we bolted off into the night
and picked up our icing with enough money left over
to split a pack of gum ... never bake with bad breath;
it makes everything taste funny later.
By the time we got back, Mary Ellen had taken the
cake out of the oven. We didn't complain; it was less
work for us. After the cake cooled, we set about the
task of icing the cake. Not an easy task when you
take into account that Matt kept sticking his fingers in
the way, attempting to rouge some icing. So Mike did
what any cold-blooded villain would - he smacked
him with the knife and sliced Matt's finger open.
Matt managed to mooch a Care Bears Band-Aid
and enough Neosporin to cover and heal his gaping
woun~:

·, ·

,

Editors Note: The Men of Adventure are professional satirists.
Please do not try this at home. No offense was intended in the
writing of this column. Send general praise or hate. mail to the Men
of Adventure. Contact Mike Rice at cumar@pen.eiu.edu or Matt
Fear at cumff@pen.eiu.edu. Thank you, and have a nice day.
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After all festering wounds were covered and properly medicated, we decided that it was time to partake of the artwork we had created. As we ate this little piece of heaven on a plate, we realized we used an
entire can of frosting on this cake and the frosting
stood about an inch or two thick on the cake. Oh
well, in the words of a certain angelic character: "You
can never have too much sugar."
After we finished our cake and beverages (which
we also mooched off our kind and lovin,g friends), we
concocted an elaborate excuse that allowed us to get
out of the apartment without doing the dishes we had
dirtied. Naturally, it worked. Did you expect less?
MOA Words of Wisdom: Always put off what you
can buy today if you know you can get it for free
from some unknowing sucker tomorrow.
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'lea~! k~r nat, here l RH'lfl' ugly, really ugly
Staff writer

he compulsion to sit on the couch
and veg Saturday could be a strong
one with midterms out of the way,
but Uglyfest will once again be ready to
entertain in the South quad.
Uglyfest will rear its nasty head at noon
Saturday in its third semester of existence,
although founder Tony Wiltgen said he and
his cohorts have chosen to call it "Uglyfest
11" because of "cosmic sequencing."
"It's hard to explain to ordinary people,"
Wiltgen added.
This year, Coffee Talk is helping the crew
by serving as the recognized student organization sponsoring the show.
Wiltgen said the fest was founded on the
belief that "most people on this campus are
apathetic."
"They complain that there is nothing to
do (in Charleston)," he said. "It wasn't hard
to make a difference. We wanted to prove
that someone can make it happen."
This semester has been the easiest for
Wiltgen to organize because so many people have been involved. Three bands had to
be turned down, he said.
Wiltgen and one of his friends, Tom
Warda, have gathered eight bands for the
free show. And with a virtual ocean of genres, there is bound to be a band for every-

T

one.
The first two bands, Drip and Small
Mediums at Large, are both out-of-town
bands Wiltgen is sure will be entertaining.
For a hard-core, post-punk sound, check
out Sea Bass at 2 p.m. This four-piece band
is a veteran of the fest, with the same musical style as last semester, but with a different singer. Band member Brad Decker said
to expect many on-stage antics.
Tub Ring has had a successful run thus
far and promises to be one of the highlights of the day, Wiltgen said. Senior Rob
Kleiner treks to the Chicago area every
weekend where the band is based to practice or play shows. It can boast of playing at
almost every large college in the Midwest
and Chicago's venue the Double Door.
Soon, the Metro in Chicago will be added
to the list. It has an "avant garde rock
sound" that is "fast, crazy and wild,"
Kleiner said.
Tub Ring's CD, "Ver 3.6," can be picked
up at Positively 4th Street Records.
Kleiner's clarinet lends an interesting sound
to songs such as "Float:' Tub Ring is reminiscent · of off-the-wall bands like the Blue
Meanies or Ween.
Trickle Down is a relatively new band,
comprised solely of Eastern students.
These guys have shown off their all-original

'Heid.i Chro;nlcles'
.

·,

41'drew granger
Staff writer

e

The Tarble Arts Center's Dia de
los Muertos (Day of the Dead)
exhibit may not be loaded with
pieces, but what it lacks in quantity
It makes up for in quality. · · ···
The exhibit is moving and brings
a sense of how life and death interact.
This relationship is most visible
in a piece by artist Alfonso Castillo
entitled "Life and Death Duality
Mask:' As the name indicates, one
half of the mask is a healthy face
and the other is a grim skull.
Another piece called "Horse and
Rider;' by an unknown artist, captures one's attention. In this ceramic piece, a skelet0n dressed. in blue
sits astride a horse which is little
more than skin and bones.
Another interesting work by an
unknown artist is a papel picado
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remember their lost loved ones
and invite them back home.
With the arrival of Christianity,
the native celebrations were blended with the Christian observances
of All Saints Day and All Souls
Days.
The concept of death as a continuation of life is best depicted in a
diorama and in three separate
pieces, some encased with others,
one particular standing on its own
(a bride and groom in wedding
garb). In all these the happy start of
a new life is contrasted by the
gaunt appearance of the couple's
skeletal bodies.
Even if it had no cultural value
whatsoever, this exhibit would be a
must-see. The pieces are simple,
yet they hit hard, evoking a cpmplex emotional state. The fact that
the exhibit is also a window into
another culture is icing on the
candy skull.

~ttStA _ _ __ _ __ _ __ _ __ _

'

The group is rather successful, especially in
Champaign, according to Gomes.
According to Dan Llano, it has been "giggin'
, around" in Springfield and played at "Viva Chicago" in
September for the Latin Music Fest.
Liano has managed Adelante for nearly a year and
even though the band does not have a CD out, most
of the members have side-project bands ready to surt face throughout the state, he said.
1
Adelante consists of Tim Green on piano, Jeff
Magby on percussion, Eric Wetzel on the flute and
saxophone, Mark Lyon on trombone, Nathan Banks
1\ on trumpet, Carlos Ramos on congos, Craig MacGrey
1 on bass guitar, Dan Llano on timbales and the three

I

1

set of rock music at
bars
like
the
Uptowner, Ike's and
at Ted's on Sept. 23.
Wiltgen's band,
Nothing Personal,
will perform at 6
p.m. It usually cover
bands such as P.earl
Jam, the BoDeans
and Matchbox 20,
but Saturday the
band will be sending all of its covers
on a hiatus so it can
showcase its originals.
The rest of the
band has made a lot
ITo
well
of changes, Wiltgen
Pictured
above
is
Nothing
Personal,
just
one
of
the
six bands that is
said.
participating in Uglyfest 11 Saturday in the South Quad.
"We have had to
kick people out and make a lot of sacri- added to the show with Perv-54. It is the
fices," he said. "It isn't always easy, but it only group that will focus on covers. Filter,
makes it all the more important to have Marilyn Manson and the Cure are a few of
the gems the band's including in their set's
dedicated people.
"Our new sound is phenomenal, with treasure chest.
So what should students prepare for at
our new drummer, Shane Car9, and our
new singer Steve Jerica. I have no doubt Saturday's show?
"Expect fire, and a_strange stage show,"
that we will some day be famous."
A classic Chicago industrial sound will be Perv-54's Eric "Sa8 IO" Roy said of the show.

Art exhibit is far from dead
piece where a man sits on a table
on all fours while a skeletal cow
and chicken, eating utensils in hand,
prepare to eat. The title of this
piece is "Animals' Feast."
The exhibit is a tad morbid, with
the skull motif running through the
works, but this is, after all, artwork
inspired by the Day of the Dead.
Some other pieces of note
include a ceramic candelabrum by
Castillo and a skull mask made
from papier mache.
The Day of the Dead, actually
more than one day according to a
plaque, ends on Nov. 2 and is an
amalgamation of native customs
and Christian observances.
The plague also tells of how
native cultures S'J:N death as a con. tinuation of life. To these cultures,
_death was not something to be
feared. The tradition was for
natives to harvest their crops in the
late fall and hold celebrations to

/

'

'

'
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from page I

vocalists are Frances Colon, Ilia Rive ra and Ilsa
Gomez.
Magby and Green are both Eastern alumni. The riveting remainders of the band are all from the
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign.
Initially, it was riot Lucy Gomes' idea to feature
Adelante at the Fiesta. They called her.
"The band contacted me because Peter Hussey. an
Eastern music professor, has played ·percussion with
them a few times in the past. I presented the idea to the
University Board and (the members) liked it;' she said.
The last big event for this year's Latino Heritage
Month is the Cultural fair Oct. 14 in the University
Ballroom in the Union.
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Glenn Echo Club

9:30 p.m. Sat. Oct. 11
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$3

345-9732
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'Peacemaker' moves
Dreamworks to screen
..r>erik walker
Staff wriier

wo questions come to
mind when discussing
"The Peacemaker," the
pilot
performance
for
DreamWorks Productions.
What's a summer action movie
doing in the middle of fall? And,
if you like adventure movies,
why bother complaining?
'The Peacemaker" is a typical
summer action film that is written well and filmed well. It
doesn't try to be a serious epic
film, but it is a well-executed
escape from reality and the
movie is one Harrison Ford
away from being the best action
flick of the year.
The movie follows Nicole
Kidman and "ER" star George
Clooney through an intriguing
chase as they attempt to track
down stolen nuclear warheads
throughout Russia, Eastern
Europe and (eventually) the
United States. The movie begins
with a train escapade involving
the theft of nuclear warheads
from a Russian transport under
the pretense of a nuclear accident.
This high-stakes robbery was
executed by Russian General
Kodoroff (Alexander Baluev),
who plans to sell at least one of
the warheads to Dusan Gavrich
(Marcel lures), a Bosnian terrorist who also just happens to be a
diplomat attending a peace conference that takes place during
the movie's final plot twist in
New York. However, U.S. intelligence soon discovers the nude-

T

ar warheads were not all
destroyed during the Russian
"accident" and it's classified as
an act
terrorism.
Enter Kidman, who plays Dr.
Julia Kelly '!nd literally stumbles
into command since she is part
of a White House elite group
responsible for keeping track of
Russian nuclear weapons. Kelly's
accomplice in the struggle to
save the world from more nuclear fallout is Lt. Col. Thomas
Devoe (Clooney), who is the
military specialist and the
"enforcer" of U.S. policy.
Devoe's aggressive behavior is
appalling to Kelly, who whines
and stares wide-eyed and hesitant at every violent act he commits, as if she is witnessing for
the first time the death of
Bambi's mother. But Clooney
and Kidman make the tag-team
work quite well. Kelly knows the
rules of the political game while
Devoe understands the harsh
reality of dealing with terrorists
and knows when the rules need
to be broken. The two soon
embark on a fast-paced tour of
Russia and Europe in attempts
to track down the warheads,
although they eventually realize
one has already made it to the
United States and could prove
to be the ultimate terrorist's
weapon.
Clooney is competent and
funny. Any early doubts that he
can act seriously enough are
quelled when bodies start falling
to the ground dead, all the while
Kidman is gasping and frowning.
Kidman is tentative, at best, in
her role. She seems most com-

of

Games like
Diablo

Get some friends together
to play networked
computer games
(up to 4 people at a time)

301 A W. Lincoln

Play games w I
friends or against
friends

Phone; 345-2525

fortable at the beginning of the
film but becomes less convincing
as the action increases, and the
excessive whining done by her
character seems to be a waste
of Kidman's talent.
Actually. I would argue that
the two most important people
in "The Peacemaker" are not
Clooney and Kidman but instead
Hans Zimmer and Dietrich
Lohmann. Zimmer's soundtrack
is wonderful and sets the mood
of the film with dark Russian
music. There's even a wonderful
parallel of a Bosnian church
choir singing at the beginning of
the film and a New York church
choir singing at the end of the
film. Meanwhile, the movie is
visually stimulating and fun to
watch in part due to Lohmann's
wonderful background scenes of
Eastern Europe, ranging from
the countryside of rural Russia
to the tattered streets of wartorn Bosnia.
Complete with car chases and
traffic jams at home and abroad,
numerous explosions and a
strong sense of nationalism.
(Wouldn't Russia be able to
track down their own stolen
warheads better than a small
U.S. tag-team?)
"The Peacemaker" is one of
the most entertaining action
films of the year and a pleasant
first from DreamWorks.

"The Peacemaker"
Drearnworks

* * *...;

41'jackie watt
Staff writer
In a floral suburban part of
New Jersey, the band Stem has a
bud that may not bloom. It is
their debut album "Forever Up'·
from Ignition Records.
In a negative sort the complete album is only six threeminute songs that do not even
have a pimple full of originality.
Stem's sprouting success may
be due to the fact that "Forever
· Up" is both the musical and lyrical equivalent to the uncouthness qf Rage Against the
Machine.
Ocean; the lead singer and
sole lyricist, tried his best to
incorporate a message of avoid•
ing any sort of conformity and
to being true to your natural self
with the song "Slice" or
"Ground:' He sure fooled me!
Stem is attempting to be a fitting
piece in the hard core, jagged
puzzle already booked with the
dreadlocks of Korn, Machine
Head and Powerman 5000.
Indecipherable lyrics such as
"with the barn barn/in the back

KaiMera

Champaign's 1997 Band of the Year
Original music & Beatles, Dead, etc. covers
Live 9 - 1 • NO COVER!!!

SUNDAY
Acoustic and Blues Night w/
The Acoustic Juke6ox
fro:m Champaign
live 6 - 10 NO COVER!!!

going buck, buck, buck, glock
glock, glock;' Is more repetitiv
than poetic ....All my life I can'
tell what is real/stabbing skin t•
sec what I must feel." is fror
"Pinch." It is relevent to iu, titi
but expresses a vagueness ei
supposedly profound thoughr..
It is basically remarkable tk
this typically angst drenche ·
Stem has played shows with th
bippity, boppity Goldfinge;
However they have also jamme:
with the likes of Helmet, Th
Deftones and The Mephiskaph '
!es.
Also within the song "Pinch '.
Ocean mumbles, "let me eat th'
dirt:' I would have no proble
shoveling it in if he lent me
spoon.
To clear up any discrepancy,'
honestly think· that Stem has .
talented root planted dee
down in the earth somewhere.
just. don't think that "Forev
Up" is ground breaking.

Tarble sponsoring trip to Chicago

After the trees shed their vibrant leaves, there's not much to look aq
around here until snow hits.
If a desire for some breathtaking beauty has got you feeling glum, look
no further. The Chicago Art Institute will be hosting an exhibit entitled
"Renoir Portraits: Impressions of an Age" from Oct. 21-Jan. 4. And the
Tarble Arts Center will take you there.
The center is sponsoring a bus trip on Saturday, Nov. 8, to Chicago to
view 65 of Impressionist's m¢st .ftigtllr.'h!~arded. Jtftt.!:J':"Transpd!rtation, noi::1a:r
admission to the museum and the exhibit and dinner are included in the
fee for this trip - $55 for Tarble Arts Center members and $68 for non·,
members, according to a press release. Those interested in making the I
road trip to Chicago can call 581-ARTS for more information. Seats are
limited and the deadline for registration is Oct. 15.
·
J

$175 ALL.

m idga rdcomics
presents

•

f~~~ f~~~@ ~~(/
25% - 50% OFF on back issues, TPB' s,
toys, supplies, & t-shirts
october 14th - october 18th
348-8368

MENU

FRIDAY

SEATS

\VI1'~ E~~~~ij'.

Downtown Charleston • 345-9222'"

The Game R Fri Sat 7:00 9:45
Sal S~ mat 2:00 Sun-Thur 7:00

lJ Tll'/<lY @
Fri Sat7:151G:OOSat Sun
mat2:15 Sun- Thur 7:15

DANCING!

IJJ·'E' MVSJC!

FIEE FOOD!

lJni, ersitv.... Ballroom
1

9:00 p.m.
O.~~Sj,nmso1·.ed b)· Unsvlnit::r l-hmt·d Mini-C<Jt.\•~""ts &

om-.~ <,fth~ Vi<.-e Pn.'ISii:k-inf. il-,r Student Affairs.

Sat Sun Mon mats in [brackellJ
Rocket Man PG

(2:00) 4:15 6:45 9:00
LA Confidential R
(1 :45} 5:15 8:15
Gang Related R

(1:15) 4:457:3010:10
Peacemaker R
(1:30] 4:30 7:15 10:00
7 Years In Tibet PG13
(1 :00] 4:00 7:00 9:50
In &Out PG13

OPEN FRIDAY, SATURDAY, & SUNDAY AT NOON

(2:30] 5:308:0010:20
TheEdge R
[1:-45) 4:30 7: 15 9:"5

GtJNNER BIJC'S

[2:15 5:00 7:4510:15

3020 Lakeland Blvd. - S. Rt. 45 - Mattoon

I

grOup's •talents

102 W. Lincoln

Shrimp (large Peel&Eat).....each$.25
.1/2 lb. Gunner Burger................. $.99
1/2 lb. Gunner Burger Deluxe.. $1.29
1/2 lb. French Fries..................... $.99
Big Bue Steak Kabob .................. $2.59
Pork Kabob................................. $1.59
Cajun Chicken Kabob................ $1.59
1/2 lb. Basket ofWalleye........... $1.99
I lb. Basket of Chicken Wings .. $1.99
Homestyle Bratwurst................... $.99
Homestyle Cole Slaw................... $.79
Homestyle Potato Salad............... $.79

'

''Slgt,~i:,(lt'IJ' 11es

Kiss The Girls R DIGITAL
Fret Rt&ill on Popcorn G Sott Drinll i!

I

f
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Verge of 1he Weekend

friday.10.10.1997

Pfilbryte rises to occasion on new CD
Debut artist shows 'Imperfections' but strong talent to sculpt future
"michael calcagno.
Staff writer

k
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he music industry is
practi,;a!ly begging for an
overhaul, and it continues to look for ;1 fresh influx of
original talent. A host of new
artists are doing their best to
rise to the occasion.
One of them is Pfilbryte, an
artist whose debut album,
"Imperfection," attempts to
marry the somewhat contrasting elements of hip-hop, electronic, psychedelic rock and
pure pop. A formidable task to
be sure.
He succeeds in capturing the
flavor of each, but the end
product leaves the listener
unfulfilled. The rhythms sound
great, but the lyrics are hollow,
sometimes meaningless cliches
strung together by simple childish rhymes that are reminiscent

of a Sprite commercial.
During the times when he
stays in his lower range, you
can hear a Frank Zappa-esque
quality in his voice.
He proves that he's capable
of much more, but when he
jumps to his higher rang£, all of
t~e sincerity runs screaming.
The main problem wirh the
majority of the songs is the lack
of coherent
lyrics. Most
of the

scheme seems arbitrary, even
accounting for the artist's free
style. There are times when the
beat keeps his songs alive, and
some of the songs, including
the rrack "Denied," even have
lyrics that make enough sense
to work
Even with the border!inemeaningless lyric.s, a halfmark of
our generation's music, the
beat keeps strong and at least
someone is out there trying to
give the music industry what it
desperately needs. If Pfilbryte
continues refining his work
and starts expressing himself
more poetically, he can look
forward to a "bryte" future.

"Imperfection"
Pfilbryte
Ignition Records

**
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Kami Lyle CD shows promise
'1' drew granger
Staff writer

Some debut albums show
musical immaturity in the artist,
hinting at the amount of growing
the artist needs and pro:nis!ng
good things in the future.
Kami Lyle's debut aibum, 'Blue
CindErelJa;· is not one of those
flops. L.yle shows amazing skill in
her freshman effort. masterfully
cornbirnng voice and instrument.
The CD starts off on the right
foot with the first (and title)
track, "Blue Cinderella." This song
lets the listener know, right off
the bat, that a lot of effort has
gone into the arrangement. Lyle
and her backing musicians combine instrument and voice creating a smooth flowing song that
works well with the lyrics of the
song.
"Blue Cinderella" uses the
moon, the sea and the tides to
tell the story of a women feeling
unappreciated.
"Mr. Trouble" is one of those
songs which pours on emotion.
Lyle's voice is versatile and shows
talent with feeling and matching
the mood of the song. On this
track, this ability is at its
strongest. The arrangement is
strong, probably the best on the
CD.
However, the emotion hits a
little too strong on the fifth track,
"Worried One:' While the song
is great musically, the lyrics and
tempo are so depressing, the listener practically needs to take
Prozac at the end of it.
But even when she is bringing
the listener so far into the

dumps that they are left sitting in
the rust-gutted remains of an
Edsel, Lyle's voice calls to the listener and keeps their attention. In
"Worried One," Lyle's high·
pitched pipes soothe the listeners'
fears and provid~ an ever-so-small
lift to the spirit.
For some odd reason, Lyle's
label has chosen to release one of
the weake:,t songs on the disc as
the first single.
"Polka Dots," the second track,
is arranged well, like the rest of
the CD, but the lyrical structure
does not fit the tempo of the
song. This creates a disjointed.
rough identity in the track that
detracts from its quality.
One of the strongest points of
the CD is the blend of musical
styles Lyle brings together.
Though the CD has a strong jazz
feel, it is also a little bit country
and a little bit rock 'n' roll. The
country·tinge seems fitting as Lyle
went to Nashville to kick start
her career.
Lyle is listed in the credits of
most songs as playing the trumpet. On the tracks where she
does, she shows she isn't just
another pretty voice.
All in all, the Minnesota native
has gotten a good bolt out of the
gate, and shows promise not only
of things to come, but of things
already delivered.

''Blue Cinderella"
Kami Lyle
MCA Records

***

Open 7 Days a Week!!
Best Lil' Grill on Ca1npus
W• dellver ...... a.m. - 2 p.m. for Lunch
and 4 p.m. - Midnight
Sat. a. Sun_ We dellver ALL DAY
345-2466

NEED AN HIV TEST?

Free, Anonymous Testing and Counseling
is available at the Coles County Health Department
825 18th Street in Charleston
Testing also provided at Eastern's Health Service
after hours on Thursdays
Call the Health Department to make an
appointment for either testing site

348-0530 I 258-0530
ask for Joyce or Judy

PETS Be SUPPLIES

RePtiles • Birds •Small Animals• Salt & fresh Water fish
Hours:

M-F 10::00- 8:00:
.Sat. 10: 00- 6:00;

Sun. 12:00 - 5:00
1500 Madison Ave.
Charleston, IL• Ph. 348-1018
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Featuring: ALL YOU CAN EAT
Fried Chicken, Various Breakfast Items
S01i1p & Salad Bar and More

STUDENTS

S3.9S

ADULTS· $5.!0
SENIORS - $4..9!
EIU STUDEl'ffS- $3.9!
CIDLDREN 5-l2YRS. -S.l.50
4 &: UNDER FREE

Located In The Martin Luther
King Jr., Universify Union

Travel
SPRING BREAK .. .''TAKE 2*'
rganize Small Group! Sell
5 ... Take 2 Free. Jamaica,
ancun, Bahamas, Florida,
arbados, Padre. Free Parties,
ats, Drinks. SunSplash 1-800-

2

6

1Olwww.sunsplashtours.com
_10/31
PRING BREAK '98. Best Prices
Cancun. Jamaica, Bahamas, &
lorida. Group Discounts & Free
rink Parties! Sell Trips, Earn
ash, & Go Free! 1-800-234·
007. http://www.endlesssumertours.com
12/16

.

Make Money
_,,,,0<&,;;;~c='~''"''""'"m:·:.,.,-x·;·>:{<•C'.,'<P»».o>.;:~.;;0.«'l<{·.v.v:•,;.;.;->

OSE THE "FRESHMAN 15"
ON'T STARVE TO LOSE
EIGHT AGAIN. Call 348-0004.
e're 5 minutes from campus.
10110

Help Wanted
;,--;>.'t-'0'{«1">'0:'·>,:.;'\~::,:,:::>:~.!''.<$"-<'!-'.<"<$o';<''.y:.,;:+;:.:K'~''*'<'t':':'t:.'::;.;.y;-~-·-\·!<".'····<

XPANDING OUR STAfFelivery drivers. Apply in person
t Joey's. 405 A Lincoln Ave.
efore 11 a.m. and after 2 p.m.
_ _ _ 10/10
TAFF NEEDED FOR A LARGE
4-HOUR RESIDENTIAL PRORAM WHICH PROVIDES serices to adults and children with
evelopmental
disabilities.
onday through Friday evening
nd midnight shifts or weekend
hilts available. Flexible schedulg also available. No experience
ecessary. Paid training is provid·
d. Applications may be obtained
t CCAR Industries, 825 18th
treet, Charleston, IL 61920
.O.E.
.
11/13
l--Y-M,_N-A,-S:--:T=clc-::Cc-:S::--:/-=Tcc-U-:7M-:-cB::-.LI N G
NSTRUCTOR needed immedi·
tely. Monday and Wednesday
fternoons and Saturday morngs. Apply in person. Mattoon
MCA 221 N 16th St. 234-9494.
uestions? Call Tracy 345-9426.
10/10

1-T_R_O,.....N~G-P=c:E=R=-=s-=o-:-:N-=T:::::O~P:::-:OLISH

ETAL, will train, PT-hours.
lexible, need car. 345-6385 or
-1567.
10/14

l--HR_l_S_TM_A~s-1s=-=c~O~M~IN~G=--.Need
xtra money? Sell Avon Call 345-

Sublessors

Lost & Found

Personals

SUBLESSOR NEEDED for nice 1
bdr. apt 2 blks from campus.
$265/month. Available SP 98 &/or
SU 98. Call 345-7841.
10/10
SUBLESSOR NEEDED spring
semester. 2 bedroom house. Own
room. Very clean. Contact Joe or
Darren 345-4353.
10/10
SUBLESSOR NEEDED for nice
studio apt. 1 blk. from square.
$250/month + util. Spring '98/
Summer '98. Call 345-2521.
·----~-10/17
SUBLESSOR NEEDED: Nice 2 ·
bedroom apartment. Own room.
2 blocks from Union. Reasonable
rent. Spring '98. 348-6126.
10/17

LOST:ALBA WATCH. Bia.ck
leather strap. Black round scuba
diving head. Lost at Men's room
in music department. Prize will be
given. Thank you for helping. Call
581-8103,
10/10
LOST:SET OF KEYS with brown
Sigma Kappa ID holder. Call Nicki
at 3947.
10/11
LOST: BLACK-LEATHER DAILY
PLANNER Call Ann at 6804.
- - - - - - ____ 10/14

CHECK OUT CHRONIC ITCH
WEB
PAGE
at
www.chronicitch.com.
10/13

Roommates
ROOM & BOARD: Meals, near
campus, non-smoker females.
Month to month available now.
345-1284.
10/19

For Rent
LEASING
FOR
FALL
97
McArthur Apartments. 2 bedroom
furnished. 345-2231.
·------=12/15
AVAILABLE NOW & SPRING
SEMESTER Apartments for 1-5
tenants. Good locations, good
prices. Century 21 Wood R.E.
345-4489, Jim Wood. broker.
- - - - - ..... ___ 10/10
ROOM & BOARD: Meals, near
campus, non-smoker females.
Month to month available now.
345-1284.
10/10
N
__
E_W_T_O_W...,....N-Hc-::O..,.U-:-:S::-:E=-.--::-2 BEDROOM, new appliances, deck,

CIA, water included, 625/month,
9 month lease. 345-5190/ 254·
1327.
10/10
7
N--IC_E_3~B-E.,...D=R~o-=0 M:-:-:H~OUSE,

washer/dryer hookup, stove and
frig included, big back yard. Call
345-5088.
10/10
-2-B-=Ec::D-:::R-::O-::Oc::-M-:-::S:-2::--:=B-:cAT""H:-;--;;;TRAI L·
ER. New sink and stove. $360
call 348-0231.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/17

For Sale

197 or 235-1544.
1----------1117

Adoption
DOPTION A loving gift. Scared?
onfused? Let us ease your
ears. We have a wonderful life to
hare with your child. Please call
ackie and Michael anytime, toll
ree at (888) 866-9260.

1---------:--:--10/22

dvertise, Advertise, Advertise in
he Daily Eastern News
ed pages. Call 581-2812

________ HA/00

1989 PONTIAC 6000 LE. Good
condition $3500 OBO. Call 3454320.
10/10
-19_8_5_V_O.,...t.:,..,.v"'o,,..-::7..,-40"'"G=cL:--:E::-::S:--edan 5speed, full power, tape deck,
many new parts, including tires,
brakes. Excellent mechanical
condition. $3995 obo. 345-0160.
10/17
_F_O_U_R_A-=R-E""Tc:-:-H:-:A---::F:=R:--:Ac-::-N K LIN
TICKETS. TWELFTH ROW
FLOOR. CALL DOUG 581-6746.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/16

The Daily Eastern News

Classified Ad Form
Name: _ _ _ _ _ _- - : - - - - - - - - - Address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Under Classification ol: - - - - - - - - - - - - - Expiration code (office use o n l y ) - - - ' - - - - - - - - - - Person accepting ad, _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Compositor _ _ _ __
no. words/days

Payment:

Amount due:$ _ _ _ __

CJ Cash

CJ Check

CJ Credit

Check number_ _ _ _ __

Phone:._ _ _ _ _ _ _ Student CJ Yes CJ No
Dates to r u n - - - - - - - - - - - - - Ad to read:

Announcements
ATTN. GREEK ALL 10 K GOLD
LAVALIERS IN STOCK NOW.
$10 OFF AT TOKENS, WHILE
THEY LAST.
10/15
EVERY THURSDAY IS-CLASS
RING DAY AT TOKENS. ORDER
RINGS AND GRADUATION
ANNOUNCEMENTS NOW.
10/15
C-A-P-c-Oc-Nc-cE-=s-&::--::Pc-:A-:-:N=T::-cH=E=R=s NOW
AVAILABLE for private parties &
functions. Call today 348-0288.
10113
S-C~E-N-ccT=E=D-c=-Ac-:N:-;:D;::-:L-;:Ec:::S--cO;;::V-;;ER 50
fragrances to choose from. 25%
off at Calliope Court, 706
Jackson, Charleston.
10/9
COSTUME RENTAL- HUGE
SELECTION, REASONABLE
RATES! GRAND BALL COSTUMES. 345-2617.
... 10/10
LAD 1ES-c-A=T=T=R..,..Ac=-T=-::-M-:-::E N ! Get
love, attention, dates. Sensational
techniques. Amazing results, etc.
1-888-748-0889.
-------=--=-=:-::-:10/10
$CASH FOR COLLEGE$ Grants
and scholarships available from
private and public sectors. Great
opportunity!!! For information: 1800-532-8890.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12115
REMEMBER to buy your tickets
for THE REFRESHMENTS for
October 28th. TICKETS ON
SAl:.E now at POSITIVELY 4TH
STREET RECORDS and are
payable by cash, check, or credit
card. Limited tickets available so
BUY TODAY!
10/28

C.,..-HA-c--::-R~LE=s~T=o~N:----;G~E~N-;;ERAL

STORE GOURMET COFFEE
BAR: On the Square serving
Cappucino, latte, espresso, teas,
soda, pastries & fudge. Open late
Friday & Saturday nigh\< until
10:00 p.m.
10/13
s~-K-1--,,-T=R""IP:-·-:--:VA-::-C::::-A-:-::T=-:cl=o-:-:N~S
TO
MICHIGAN
OVER
X-MAS
BREAK, TRANSPORTATION,
LODGING, FOOD, DRINK PACKAGES. LOW PRICES! CALL 3452858 OR 1-(888) SNOW-899
FOR MORE INFO.
-----:----:--;::-;;-11/6
Place your ad today. Call 5812812

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _HA/00

ACROSS
1 Pursuing
a Part of a
Mideast name
•Bibliophile's
suffix
ti Truman
biographer - Miller
13 Atomic bits
UI Start of a quip
t9 Blackmore
heroine
20 Sticking spot?
21 Egolste's
concern
22 Event where
one stands for a
spell
Z4Actress
Dickinson
H Suffix with scan
27 Quip, part 2

c

ESA~POMP-TKE-PoMP:ESA·

POMP-TKE-POMP-ESA-TKEPOMP POMP POMP!!!
_ _ _ _ 10/10
TO MY SIG NU SNAKES: I'm so
happy and proud to be your
sweetheart! I love you guys so
much! Tau love & mine, Jamie
10/10
'95-'96 9th St. Girls-Get out of the
bitter barn and play in the hay! It's
our last A-Phi Barndance together!
_______ 10110

is for
Rent

S_H_l_M---EA-D::-cOcc:F A LP HA PH I-You
are an awesome silver sis! I've
had so much fun. Get ready for
Barndance! Love, Paula

Call

-------:----:-_10/10

ANDREA MORITZ, Happy 21st
Birthday kiddo! Sigma love your
mom, Melinda
10/10
JULIE JOHNSON OF EPSILON
SIGMA ALPHA Great Job with
Walk-a-thon! Love, your sisters.
-cc----c---:--::------:----10/10
SONGI, Congrats on one year
with Chris. We are so happy for
you! Love, Melaina & Andy
--c---,--,-10110
EIU SWIMMERS: Good luck at
your first meet Saturday!
Remember to Stroke long and
hard! Love, T-RAHN
10/10
AMY ANDREWS OF SIGMA
KAPPA-You're the best kid ever!
Love, Jeannie
10/10
ANN MATHEWS OF---ALPHA
GAMMA DELTA: Happy Birthday!
Love, your sisters
_ _ _ _ 10/10
A-LP_H_A_P_H_l'_S.AND DATES-GET
EXCITED FOR BARNDANCE
TONIGHT!
---------:-:10/10
Kristen HEFFelfinger of Sigma
Kappa, Happy 21st B-day. You
are my sunshine. Love, Mer
------,,-=--_,,.,.10/10
FRATERNITIES-Get excited for
Side Out with the Alphas! Good
luck!
--------.,.-,-.,---...,.-10110
SHERYL OF ASA-How's your
head? I owe you! Alpha love,
Tammany
--------=..,..,...:--::-:-:-10/10
HEY ALPHA PHI'S-HAPPY
FOUNDER'S DAY!
---oc-:::--:c------;10/10
A-PHIS-Pull on your overalls and
we'll see you at the barn!
10/10
S_T_A_C_l_H_A_R_V_E_Y_o-=-=F-S=-IGMA
KAPPA: I'm so happy to have you
as my daughter. You're the best.
Sig Kap love, Jen
------:----:-:--10/10
Advertise, Advertise, Advertise in
The Daily Eastern News
Classified pages. Call a representative@ 581-2812

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _HA/00

3t MASH
procedure
u Lend (pay
attention)
:sa Liza's mentor,
to Liza
34 Telecommunications letters
35 Obie-winning
dramatist David
38 1982 Michener
epic
4G Out of focus
42 Quip, part 3
•Grvesthe
heave-ho
47 Quilt stuffing
48 "Help!"
49Theymake
contact in
"Contact"
so Professional
runner?

581-2812
ere is a nee
women. Calling All women to Womens' Forum this Saturday at the
Cultural center. For those willing to participate be prepared to choose
your new secret sisters from 1-5 p.m. in the Cultural Center.
DELTA SIGMA Pl Members be at the African-American House from
3:45-7 p.m. Everyone must either work or deliver. Letter dress is
requested.
,
.
DELTA SIGMA Pl Window Painting Saturday at 10 a.m. 1n the Urnon
.
Walkway. Wear clothes you wouldn't mind getting paint on. .
WEIU FM 88.9 Rap Show-Our Countdown to Homecoming begins
this week with a special three hour show from 4-7 p.m.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER Monastery Coffee House Saturday
Is cancelled for this weekend.
BLACK GREEK COUNCIL Stepshow Auditions Tuesday Oct. 14th,
from 9· 11 p.m. in the Charleston/Mattoon. ro~m. Anyone_ Interested in
performing/displaying talent as an interm1ss1on act 1n this years step
show, encouraged to try out. Any questio.ns contact-Shannon at 8203.
COFFEETALK Tonight we will be featuring Deadscone and Petrol at
the Triad Dining Service. Cost is 1 meal from meal ticket or $300 at
·
h
the door.
ALPHA PHI OMEGA Pledge meeting tonight at 8 p.m. in t e
Charleston/Mattoon.
.
ALPHA PHI OMEGA Active meeting tonight at 7 p.m. in the
Charleston/Mattoon room.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER Mass this Sunday at 11 a.m. and 9
·, ·· '· ;c:·_· ,c: "c.c ':_; ::t
p.m. in the Coleman Auditorium Room-120. - :
CHRISTIAN CAMPUS FELLOWSHIP Sunday Worship Service at
10:30 a.m. at the Christian Campus House (behind Lawson). Donuts
and fellowship at 10:00 a.m.
UB AIDS MEMORIAL QUILT Walk-a-thon tomorrow at 12 p.m. starting at the Tundra. All pledge money is due today In 201 Union by 4
p.m. Thanks to all those participating see you at noon at the Tundra
tomorrow.
.
- UNITY GOSPEL FELLOWSHIP CHOIR Choir Rehearsal at 6 p.m. m
the Fine Arts Building room 013.
PLEASE NOTE: Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY ONLY for
any non-profit. campus organizational event. All Clips should be subrmtted to
The Daily Eastern News office by noon ONE BUSINESS DAY BEFORE
DATE OF EVENT. Example: an event scheduled for Thursday ~hould ~ submitted as a Campus Clip by NOON Wednesday. (Thursday IS deadline for
Friday, Saturday or Sunday events.) Clips submitted AFTER DE.ADLIN.E
WILL NOT be published. No clips will be taken by phone. Any ~hp that 1s
illegible or contains conflicting information WILL NOT BE AUN. Clips may_ ~!'I:
edltedloravailablespace.
·
., ''· '-'''·
""·"

51 Foreign heads
ofstate
14 End of the quip
11 Latin extension
eo Belittle
•1 Brood
a London-toLisbon dir.
u Kind of star

DOWN
1 Grp. with

a

caduceus
zEllot Ness, e.g.
3 Swaps at a car
lot
•Onewho's
tickled
s Start again from
scratch
. I Move over a bit
7Big8 Fuel for the
body
a Desert mount
10 Veterans Day
mo.
u Tiredness

t•Cop
ti Bird decoy

20 cents per word fi:-st day ad runs. 14 cents per word each cons~
utive day thereafter. Students with valid ID 15 cents per word first
day. 1o cents per word each consecutive day. 15 word minimum.
Student ads must be paid in advance.
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY-NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads
.coosidered libelous. or in bad taste..
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nWithout
substance
11 It comes from a
pen
22Defi order
23 Where l)urling
originated
25UkeMitch
Miller, e.g.
n Horror novelist
Peter

Puzzle bJ M.... Diehl

28 St. Paul's
birthplace
29Memphis
setting
30 British peers

M Not so
well-heeled
person?

41 Broncos run for
them: Abbr.
42 Super-duper
a Cleanup
ll4 Initiations
45Bray
IO "Painter of the
soul°: O'lsraeli

sa Nobelist Pavlov
sa Singer McEntire
55 Third-century
date
561-Down
members
57--rule
sa State on the All.

36 Pentagon big
37 Cubist Rubik

:n Patronized an
inn
«>Part of W.W. !l's
Pacific theater
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Verge of Ille Weekend

'U-Tum' away from Stone's latest film
the John Ridley material the film
geoH cowgill
is based on was snatched from
Staff writer
the galleys is anybody's guess.
Oliver Stone's new film, "UStone throws all of his old tricks
Turn:• is a sun-baked film noir.
and obsessions on the wall and
Unfortunately, it's also a half- they fail to stick. They just leave a
baked one. Unlike its vastly supe- · nasty stain. We get the hyperbolic
rior
contemporary,
"L.A. visual style, with the jump-cut editConfidential;' which trades in the ing and subliminal flashes over
cliches of the traditional noir but Robert Richardson's increasingly
keeps its milieu, "U-Turn" changes tired brand of mixed-media phothe setting but keeps the cliches.
tography. How many time-lapse
Moviegoers travel with Sean landscapes must we see?
Penn's character and a duffel bag
The viewers also get the wise,
full of Russian mob money on the old Native American (played, for
way to Vegas when his car breaks some reason, by Jon Voight) who is
down outside Superior, a tiny not only cantankerous and blind,
desert town in Arizona. Here he but also a Viet-Nam veteran. Stone
runs into a string of eccentric must have used a crowbar to make
locals and gets caught up in the room for all his trademarks. Voight
standard noir scam of killing the gets lines like "Your lies are old ...
spouse for the insurance money.
but you tell them well."
But there's a twist. Well, there
Yeah, you wish, Ollie.
are a lot of twists, none of which
The man is so eager to be
are very interesting.
thought of as an auteur, with a
As the film slogs along, Penn's canon of recognizable themes
character finds himself stuck in and imagery, that he can't be
this hell hole, foiled at every turn bothered to make a good film.
in his effort to escape through a
The acting is just as spotty as the
rambling series of events. Why story. Penn has no character pro-
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vided by the script and wastes his
time here. Jennifer Lopez and Nick
Nolte, starring as the dangerous
couple Penn's character gets entangled with, start out strong but are
similarly left without any support.
The smaller roles, often little
more than cameos, are a little
more interesting.
Billy Bob Thornton tries in
vain to bring dignity to a character the script, direction, even
wardrobe and make-up are derisive to. All of the desert-dweller
characters here are subject to
the most soul-destroying contempt by the filmmakers.
However, a few actors make
favorable impressions, like Julie
Hagarty and Laurie Metcalf.
The standout and saving grace is
Joachin Phoenix as a bravadoaddled dipstick, a kind of country
version of Vanilla Ice. His three brief
scenes snap the film out of its doldrums for a few inspired minutes.

"U-Turn"

**

Skip the Stones
4'sean stangland
Staff writer
Jethro Tull has a song about a man
who was "Too old to rock and
roll/But too young to die:' Maybe the
Rolling Stones should take a listen.
"Bridges to Babylon" serves as
proof that maybe Mick Jagger, Keith
Richards, Ron Wood and Charlie
Watts are getting a bit old for this.
Their latest sounds are generic,
slow moving and overall uncharacteristic of the Stones most of us
know and love.
Producers Don Was and the
Glimmer Twins, who also worked
on the far superior "Voodoo
Lounge," return for this outing,
lending it much of the same verve
the previously mentioned CDs had.
There is, however, one glaring
exception: the addition of the Dust
Brothers as guest producers.
The first single of the album
"Anybody Seen My Baby," one of
the three tracks produced by the
duo, reeks of the Dust Brothers'
odor, especially in the warped rap
given by Jagger in a distorted voice.
"Might As Well Get Juiced"
could be the worst Rolling Stones

song in history, thanks in part to
the Dust Brothers. Annoying garble
and fuzzy guitars drown out lyrics
that are basically about nothing. It
sounds like Beck on a bad day.
Not to say that everything about
this album is bad. "Saint of Me"
recalls the hit "Sympathy for the
Devil" in both beat and lyrical content. The irony is that this is the one
track without Richards on guitar,
though it does feature multi-talented
artist Me'Shell Ndegeocello on bass.
The best rock song here is "Low
Down," in which Jagger lashes out
at the current mec! standard of
sensationalism. "Th :1eadlines are
screaming/They c 1ange everyday/As long as I ain't in them/I'm
happy that way." A rarity: a Stones
song with a message. Too bad there
couldn't be more tracks like this.
It seems like this album was just an
excuse to tour again. Better catch
their show while you can; they're getting too old to rock 'n' roll anymore.

"Bridges to Babylon" •
The Rolling Stones
Virgin Records

**

advertisi
official

Doonesbury

Official Notices are paid for by the Office of University Publications.
Questions concerning Notices should be directed to the originator.
FINAL EXAM INFORMATION Please be aware that the Final Exam
Schedule for Spring 1998 is published in the SPRING SEMESTER
1998 CLASS SCHEDULE. It is to be found on PAGE 2. This informa·
lion should be used in planning your spring schedule.
IMMUNIZATION RECORDS Illinois law, Public Act 85-1315 required
all persons, born on or after JOl!il!Ji.il1¥,1r. t.9g7,.e{lteringa four year.public or private institution of higher education to provide proof of immunization before registering for a second semester. Proof of immunity is
required for diptheria/tetanus, rubeola, mumps and rubella. A $25.00
late compliance fee will be assessed to students who fail to provide
proof of immunity or begin to receive the necessary series of immunization by 4 p.m. October 13, 1997. Please be aware that students
found in non-compliance will have a hold placed on their records until
compliance is met and the $25.00 late fee is paid.
FALL 1998 AND SPRING 1999 STUDENT TEACHING MEETING A
meeting will be held for all students planning to student teach in Fall
1998 and Spring 1999 semesters. This meeting is on October 29, from
noon to 1 p.m. in the Grand Ballroom of the University Union. This
general meeting will not be repeated. Placement Information will not
be given out prior to this meeting. Important will be discussed, so plan
to attend.
TAP TEST The TAP (Tests of Achievement & Proficiency) test will
be given Saturday, October 25, 1997. Passing scores are required for
UJJ~sity)\pproval to Take Teacher Education Courses. REGISTRATION: Students should register for the TAP (with photo ID) at the Test
Registration Booth in the Union at least seven (7) days prior to the test
date. The. fee ($15 for first administration, $10 for retakes) will be billed
to the student's un1Verslty account. For special accommodations or
additional information, contact Testing Service (581-5986).
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Bottletones' 'Corn Rampin'
proves to be rockabilly bust
d"erika sweet
Staff writer

he Bottletones' newest
CD, "Corn Rampin," not
only hosts a fine display of
. rockabilly music but could double
as a soundtrack for the next
Quentin Tarantino
movie.
The Bot.rletones
have gone through

T

The band has played in many different clubs like· the Double Door
in Chicago, the Blind Pig in
Champaign and the Young Avenue
Deli in Memphis. They are currently working on funding for their
next album.
Their latest work, "Corn
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eagerly awaiting the moment when
the words will'chime in, but not
this one. This is a solid instrumental - not a waste of time.
The next song "Jack Rose P.I."
made me want to turn back to the
first song where there were no
lyrics. The muffled words turned
me off but the beat
was strong and made
me feel like d:rncing.
T1ke Bii!y :Clo! and put
hir·:i
the late 'SOs

1t.~

1

..

The band currently'
consists
of
guitarist/writer John
Collins, guitarist/writer
Brady Campbell, lead
guitarist Paul Cook,
stand-up drummer Jeff
Hoffe and bassist Jamie
B. Ricks Ill.
"We came up with
the name (of the band) and decided it was a groovy sound, like
from the past," Campbell said.
The group got its influences
mainly from Jean Bitton and the
Bluecaps.
"We don't exactly have the
same sound, but the same line up;'
Campbell said. "That's who we
modeled ourselves after:'

the

BottieDnes.
Tr'acks i I a.nd 12
are ,vh;it i iike to call
"sis~er
songs.'
"Magnum 440" and
"Bertha Lou" sound
so similar that it makes
the listener wonder if
they are the same
song with different
lyrics (that is, of
course, if the lyrics
could be understood).
The CD's remaining
songs are much like
"Jack Rose P.I." with
the beats slowed
down or sped up.
This CD is not overly cut and
dry, boasting terrific background
music and appealing to the true
rockabilly enthusiast.
·

Rampin;' to say the most, is consistent. The monotony of the guitar riffs and the sound will reel the
listener in at first, but then he or
she will surely lose interest by the
14th track.
The first tune on the CD is entitled "Miss Talladega" - an instrumental with the occasional "woo
woo" thrown in for flavor. Many
instrumentals have the listener

"Corn Rampin"
The Bottletones
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Verge of the Weekend

A Family Affair
can sense that Brian has
Last time, Walter
never really gotten over
and Muriel hosted their
Loren. The doctor interengagement
party,
rupts their reminiscing
although their relationwith news about Loren ....
ship is off to a, er, rocky
"She's gonna pull
start. Seems she's blackthrough just fine," the
mailing him into the
doctor says. He explains
marriage.
Loren,
Walter's 20-something
that a bullet just missed
by jonathan swanson
her spleen.
daughter, shows up
writer and creator
'Thank God," Brian
after six years to spill a
whispers. Muriel shows
secret. She is followed
by a mysterious man. When she up in time to hear the doctor menshows up to crash the party, she tion that a blood transfusion will be
runs into her ex-fiance, Brian. Her necessary. D1,1id suddenly feels
uncomfonabie 2nd ;;xcuses himself.
brother· David is about rhe only
one
to see he1· VVaiter
i'1udel, n le::1r:v,..fdk'.. 2'.ers an idea ....
attack to- keep her
Dr!;,; 1
L·: " i.'r . wh:) groggily
asks v.he; ·t: ~.he: 's ,;r. He gently telis
n1out h shut. The man foHo\.ving
her thJt shc·s ~\c the hospitJI but
Loren puils out a gun ...
\Nalter jumps up after the shes doing ;u>t firie. 'YValter ...
guc;ts hear the commotion from
\/'falter is rcs~·onsib i e for this," she
the shot. Loren is lying on the mumbles. Brian. confused, tells her
f!oor, blood spilling out of hei to rest and leave$ to ponder his
side. David runs to her and after next move. Meanwhile, Muriel
checking her pulse, dials 91 I. The shows up at the hospital in a
gunnian has managed to escape nurse's uniform. She deviously
out the front door. David runs to sneaks past Walter in the waiting
the security headquarters and lounge, as Brian shows up with
finds the guard passed out on the questions about Loren's accusafloor
in
his
underwear. tion. Muriel makes it into the comAmbulances approach the man- puter lab, but as she's arranging to
sion, and Walter, who has a lot of _change Lori;?n's blo~<t type.FP,~
explaining to do for his faked doesn'tnf.ltttr~#em·
· .heart attack, pushes out the freezes....
Meanwhile, David drives around,
guests. Of course, the press has
gotten some up-close and person- wondering how things could have
al footage of the incident ....
gotten to be such a mess. He
At the hospital, Loren chastises already has to keep his whole life a
Walter for his stupid mistake.
secret because of Walter's career.
Now he's being asked to have his
"The only thing you care about
right now is your precious secret. blood checked to help save his sisAnd it's safe with me, so long as ter. "God, I'm scared. But I guess I
this wedding goes off without a have to do what I have to do:' He
hitch;' she threatens him. David parks the car and enters the counand Brian stay up all night dis- ty health department. "I'm here to
cussing her sudden arrival. David get an HIV test," he declares ....
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START YOUR WEEK OFF RIGHT

1

Disciples of Christ
Christian Church

Adams Chapel 1111 Hawthorne Dr.
(East of Rural King on Victoria Lane)
Ray Allen, Senior Minister
Betsy Johnson-Miller, Associate Pastor
Sunday Morning Worship 9 am

E

For A Ride Call:
345-:4629

345-41 78
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A GOURMET SUB
WILL ACCOMPLISH THIXr FEIXr

IF THAT!S ALL YOU EAT

FOR THE WHO E WEEK!
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Monical's Thanks-2-You
Budget Pleaser Package

t

+!A\

A Badget Plmer

A 2nd H"thin
crust pizza
with t ·topping
of your choict

(!+" l topping thin

crust piua. family

salad md 2 htcr
soft drink)

budgc!·fri~ly
All fora
low pnct of Just
$19.95+tu

$

l<J95

• • · · ( ·• ·

An ordttof 5

softdough brtadstick.s
with your choice
from among
3 sauces

Offers good through 11/23197
A 14" thin crust piua +one topping s S8.85
A16" thin crust pim +one topping= $9.85

0

ABudgtt Pleastr Is a piua + family ...~ith a H" one topping thin crust d 13
salad + 2-littr of soft drink...
...with a 16" oIM: topping thin crust" $14...(+ tax)

Good on Carry-Out
7 Days a Wuk.
Delivered for just
5100 mort!

.

Charleston
909 18th Street
3-48-7515

